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Jottings from - - -
Jo's
Notebook
Like hundreds of thousands -of other college
students in these United States I am "home for the
holidays." Steve Jones and I drove home Titesday
afternoon after our last ass§ in weather that was so
perfect and so balmy shirt-sleeved garments were
in order.
The other member of my Vanderbilt "car pool,"
Steve Green, came home on Saturday. Oddly
enough the first person we saw as we drove into
South Fulton near the K & N emporium was Steve
in his sleeked up Jaguar, enjoying the Spring-like
weather with his little sister sitting beside him.
The two other members of the college contin-
gent at Westwood flew into Paducah on Wednesday.
So it will be a merry get-together for all of us.
Getting adjusted to the scholarly life has left
me little time for home-sickness. Yet even if I had
any leisurely moments I doubt if there would be any
occasion to get those pangs of wanting to be home to
see all the familiar faces. All I'd have to do would
be to browse around the various stores in Nashville,
chat awhile with the sales people, and soon I'd find
the path-way to home-town relationships.
Two such events happened just last week-end
within hours of one another.
At Castner-Knott Department Store I bought a
gift for Paul. I handed my charge plate to the lady at
the cashier's desk and she immediately exclaimed:
"Fulton, Ky.! I wonder if you know my aunt
Mrs. Ina Pittman?"
Well of course I allowed as how -I did, where-
upon I remarked to Judy Allen, my new found
friend:
"Then you must be related to Pat Boone."
"He's my brother," she said. Well that brought
on some more pleasant conversation and,a glow of
good feeling in my heart.
Going over to the Cain-Sloan Department Store
the same events occurred. This time the lady said:
"Do you know the Grahams in Fulton?""
"Some of my dearest and oldest friends," I said.
Mary Sue Smith was the lady's name. Her hus-
band, a sales representative for a well-known furni-
ture company has been serving this area for a long,
long time, Mary Sue told me. She often came with
him.
Both Judy and Mary Sue said to be sure and
give these mutual friends their best regards and
holiday greetings, which I do this very minute.
On an earlier trip to Fulton I was having the
car serviced at a station near my apartment build-
ing. The young attendant came to the window and
said: "Hi Jo." Well, that was something of a switch
from the usual staid salutations from the professors
in the class-room.
But how sweet it sounded!
The young fellow was James Green, Kenneth
Turner's nephew. He's a native West Kentuckian,
has lived in Nashville for about a year, and remem-
bers our associations at WFUL in the halcyon days
of yore.
It's good news to know that Sara Bushart has
accepted the presidency of the Banana Festival for
a second term. These twin communities owe Sara a
big bundle of gratitude for taking on such a mon-
strous task for a second go around and for doing
such a superb job with her initial performance.
Sara is a tremendous organizer, a wonderful
person to work with, a conscientious leader and a
dedicated community worker.
With all this and a fine board of directors and
advisors, it is no wonder that the 1968 slogan "the
sensational sixth" sounds so exciting.
SOME THOUGHTS AT CHRISTMASTIME . .
With the size and magnitude of this week's paper
(one of the largest we've ever published) I am re-
minded again of what my first managing editor said
to me: "Jo there is no person in the world whose job
cannot be filled, and oftentimes with the replace-
ment doing a much better job" ... Ouch, again!
I like to think that this is true, but not much in
our shop. While Paul has burned the midnight oil he
has had some folks around him that I don't- think can
be replaced or superceded for efficiency.
Annabelle Edwards, Dorothy McKnight,
T. C. Taylor, Joe Weaks, Gordon Baird and Marti
(Continued On Page Twelve)
ONE OF KENTUCKWs
BETTER WEEKLY PAPERS
The News has won awards Tor
excellence every year it has been
submitted in judging contests.
Fultcn, 42041, Fulton County, Kentucky Thursday, December lot, 1967
SANTA CLAUS visited the Fulton Rotary Club Tuesday noon to
distribute gifts to the youthful guests of Club members during the
Club's Christmas luncheon. Santa's identity was not divulged, but
he was a Rotarian, and the Illinois Central Chicago office asked for
his picture (above) for their employees' magazine ...
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Death Of Eph Dawes Ends Devoted
Career In Area's Publications
by Jo Westpheling
If there is a Fountain of Youth,
then there is a Well of Printer's
Ink. In the philosophy that they
both connote the ultimate in happi-
ness for many, then it is accurate
to say that Eph Dawes lived a life-
time, refreshing each year with
giant potions of enthusiasm from
the Printer's Well for the profession
he loved so sincerely.
Eph loved newspapering and
newspaper production with such an
intensity, that in spite of his failing
eyesight he managed somehow to
make frequent rounds of both
newspaper offices almost every
week. Eph was a valued employee
of the Fulton News-on different oc-
casions, and as a matter of fact,
with his brother Jim, founded this
newspaper. His last full-time em-
ployment was with the Fulton Daily
Leader, with which he was associ-
ated for many years with the pres-
ent publishers and the former pub-
lishers, the Hoyt Moore Family.
His deep and loyal interest in both
firms' obtiterated any physical de-
bilities that might have plagued
him in his later years.
Eph Dawes was a perfectionist.
He was a gregarious and cordial
man. He was our friend! We loved,
respected and admired him.
In the casual camaraderie of a
newspaper shop we called Eph a
"worrier." It was an attribute of
heroic proportions. He worried if
the make-up was not to his sensi-
tive tastes: if the linotype slugs
were not infiniteH• accurate; if copy
was sloppy; and most of all he wor-
ried about (tor families, his family
and his legion of friends, which
can be numbered by anyone who
was fortunate enough to have mat
him even casuaq.
He was a story-teiler of the old
school. His memory of local events
past and present was so precise
that we scarcely needed to refer to
the files for background material of
any newsworthy event of his gen-
eration. He was happiest when he
could recount these events and what
participation he had in them. He
was an active participant in the
newspaper history of this region.
Eph died unexpectedly of a heart
attack last Thursday. Knowing of
his intense passion for making his
wife Lillie and other members of
his family happy on every occasion,
Eph would have been loath to mar
their holiday happiness.
But Eph was a man whose ro-
bust nature and personality will
long be cherished at any time of
any year.
We extend our heartfelt sympath-
ies to Lillie and to all the Dawes
family. For we too have lost a dear
and devoted friend.
Jo and Paul Westpheling, Jr.
T. C. Taylor Joe Weaks, Jr.
Anna Belle Edwards
Gordon Baird Dorothy McKnight
Mrs. Ward Bushart Re-Elected President
Of Famed International Banana Festival
Mrs. Ward Bushart, who guided the giant activities
of the 1967 International Banana Festival to its justifi-
able slogan as "the fifth the finest," was unanimously
re-elected last Thursday to a second term of office. At a
meeting of board of directors held at the Chamber of
Commerce office a nominating committee similarly
presented a slate of other "veteran" Festival workers to
serve with Mrs. Bushart in executive positions.
All were elected unanimously. 
They are:
John_ Sullivan, first vice-presi-
dent; Mrs. Lorene Harding, second
vice-president; Mrs. J. T. Nanney,
secretary and Paul Kasnow, trea-
surer.
At the same time the new mem-
bers of the board of directors and
the organizations they represent
were named.
MRS. BUSHART
Parks Will Close
December 23-26
Overnight accommodations, din-
ing rooms, snack bars and all other
facilities will be closed from noon
Saturday, Dec. 23, to noon Tuesday,
Dec. 26, at six State parks.
Closed for the Christmas holiday
are these parks: Jenny Wiley at
Prestonsburg; Kentucky Dam Vil-
lage at Gilbertsville; Cumberland
Falls at Corbin; General Butler at
Carrollton; Natural Bridge at Slade,
and Lake Cumberland at James-
town.
"Closing the parks for this period
will allow parks personnel to spend
Christmas with their friends and
families," Parks Commissioner
Robert Gable said.
Carolers Sing
Each Night At
The Bandstand
Marshall Alexander Post No. 72
of the American Legion and the 40
& 8 are jointly sponsoring for the
first time this year a program of
"Carols for Christmas" each night
this week at the band stand on
Lake street. The public is cordially
invited to come by and hear the
beautiful Christmas music, being
presented by different groups each
night. at 8 p. m.
Various churches of the twin cities
are cooperating with the sponsoring
groups in providing the singers for
the nightly occasions.
South Fulton Baptist singers will
provide the carols for Thursday
night.
Friday night singers from the
First Methodist Church will pre-
sent the program.
Highlighting the week's caroling
will be the Twin City Sing-Out
group, directed by Rev. Kimball
Coburn of Water Valley.
Carols for Christmas has been
presented by Legion groups in other
cities and has proved a popular
Christmas activity. It is hoped to
make this an annual event of the
holiday season.
They are:
Mrs. R. Ward Bushart, Twin
Cities' Development Association;
Mrs. J. T. Nanney, Fulton Woman's
Club: Mrs. Lorene Harding,
B & PW; J. F. "Pete" Green, Elks
Club; J. D. Parham, Civitan Club:
John Sullivan, Lions Club; Harvey
Johnson, Rotary Club; Dewey
Johnson, Y. M. It C.; Paul Kas-
now, Retail Merchants Association;
Hafford Milstead, American Legion;
William Archer, South Fulton
Boosters; Shelton Owens, Chamber
of Commerce; Kenneth Stanley,
Jaycees; Gilbert DeMyer, Mayor of
Fulton; Rex Ruddle, Mayor of
South Fulton.
Mrs. Bushart named the follow-
ing advisors to the Board:
Mrs. Maxwell McDade, Social
Chairman; W. P. Burnette, Finance
Chairman.
Mrs.. Lorene Harding was named
Chairman of the By-Laws Com-
mittee.
The board of directors has al-
ready begun to lay the foundation
for the "Sensational Sixth" and
looks forward to the same spirit of
cooperation from the twin com-
munities that has made previous
festivals so successful.
Luchen Pulley Dies In
"Death Curve" Collision
A head-on collision on the "Death Curve" of US
Highway 51 four miles north of Fulton at approximate-
ly 12:10 Wednesday noon brought instant death to a Ful-
tonian and injuries requiring hospitalization to two
Florida men.
Luchen Pulley, approximately
55, was killed instantly when his
1968 Buick slammed head-on into a
semi-trailer truck at the top of the
treacherous overpass over the Illi-
nois Central tracks on US 51. Pulley
was traveling toward Fulton
alone and the truck was northbound
out of Florida with a load of pro-
duce.
Pulley was badly mangled in the
wreckage of his car, and Whitnel
ambulance attendants, called to the
scone, had difficulty removing his
body from the vehicle.
William B. Thomas and Larry
Hirsch Employees
Have Party At
Reelfoot Lake
Employees of P. N. Hirsch and
Company in South Fulton held their
annual Christmas party on Thurs-
day night, December 14, at Reel-
foot Lake in the dining room of
Gooch's Restaurant.
A delicious supper of cat-fish and
country ham, with all the trim-
mings, was enjoyed by the following
employees and their families:
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Bradley, Mrs.
Juanita Brockwell, Mr. and Mrs.
Hubert Corum, Mr. and Mrs.
Raford Duke, Mr. and Mrs. Newton
Huddle and Eddie. Mrs. Sherry
Sams and Mr. and Mrs. William
Taylor and Steve.
Thompson, occupants of the truck
and both residents of Florida, were
taken to Hillview Hospital, where
their injuries were undetermined
as this paper went to press Wednes-
day.
Pulley, who resided at 214
Green Street in Fulton, is survived
by his wife and eight children. He
was -employed by the Pure Milk
Company as a bottling machine
operator.
Arrangements are incomplete as
this issue goes to press, but will be
announced tomorrow by Whitnel
Funeral Home.
HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS
Lt. and Mrs. Hendon Wright and
children, Hank and Wendy, arrived
Tuesday night to spend the holidays
with his parents Mr. and Mrs. Hen-
don Wright, and with Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey Caldwell and other Fulton
relatives.
HOME FOR CHRISTMAS
Bob Anderson arrived in Fulton
Monday from his studies at Tulane
University in New Orleans to spend
the Christmas holidays with his
mother, Mrs. Mildred Anderson.
Wayne, who teaches in Lafayette,
La., will arrive the latter part of
the week.
NEW ASSISTANT
James Apple, 29-year-old Padu-
cah attorney, has been named ad-
ministrative assistant to Gov. Louie
Nunn, and will assume his new post
on Friday.
White Christmas Here? Don't
Expect It, Says Climatologist
Kentucky dreaming of a white
Christmas may be in for a big dis-
appointment. The odds are against
it, University of Kentucky climat-
ologist Allen B Elam Jr. says.
Elam, weatherman for the En-
vironmental Science Services Ad-
ministration (ESSA) and the State
Weather Bureau, adds that the
probability of "a snowfall of any
amount and/or a snow cover of any
depth, is about a 20 per cent chance
in the extreme western portions of
the state. ranging up to 30 to 50 per
cent in the north and east."
A White Christmas in Kentucky
is a rare treat, state climatological
records show. By white Christmas.
the UK weatherman means "an
inch or more of white stuff on the
ground."
So far, records show a 10 to 30
per cent chance of that amount of
snow cover on Dec. 25 in the state—
depending upon the location, Elam
says. "In the past 18 years, only
five Christmas days have had any
significant snow cover."
Elam pointed out that all five
cases have occurred in the last
seven years. In 1960 and 1963, he
said, there was an inch or more
of snow cover over most of the
state. In 1961 and 1962, the snow
was limited chiefly to the south
and/or southeast portions.
In December, 1966, snow fell over
most of the state with the excep-
tion of the Blue Grass and the
northwest sections.
"We have been talking about the
chances of having a snow cover of
some significance—an inch or
more," Elam said. "If we include
snowfalls amounting from a few
flakes to less than one inch, the
chances of snow are much great-
er."
Fulton News, Thursday, December 21, 1967
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Chemistry
Seniors Take ACT at a later date. The test dates are V
as follows: 
Fii,r= Composition
Literature - offered in Januaryd
REMAINING DATES ON WHICH and May only.
And SAT Exams
(From The FHS Kennel)
In the last few weeks several
members of the senior class have
been taking tests which will enable
them to tell what kind of chance
they have in college and in what
course of study to major. Some of
the students have received their re-
sults from the ACT test.
The SAT- test is a test called the
Scholastic Aptitude Test. It is giv-
en to many seniors all over the
United States. All of these students
are graded on their tests and based
on an average scale. From this
they can tell how they rank in
Scholastic ability.
The ACT test is the test given
by American College Testing. This
is the same kind of test as the
SAT and the scores are graphed in
SAT TESTS WILL BE OFFERED
TEST DATE
January 13, 1968
March 2, 1968
May 4, 1968
July 13, 1968
U. S. PENALTY DATE
December 9
February 3
April 6
June 15
U. S. CLOSING DATES
December 23
February 17
April 20
June 29
Scholastic Aptitude Tests are of-
fered in the morning sessions at a
fee of $5. Achievement Tests are
offered in the afternoon sessions
except as noted below (fee applies
to any one, two, or three tests tak-
en on a single date) - $1.50.
VYou are given the opportunity to
take the test but you must take thei
opportunity to take the test!
If you have not already taken the
test, you had better take the op-;
quire in the office for further infor-
portunity to do so. You may in-
If
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a What's the opposite of wrong,w
a Debbie? WRIGHT
A What's your favorite flower,:
a Phil? ROSE
Which brand is it now, David? l
*WINSTON
a Where are you going, Ray?*
!MARTINWho is Stanley Craven? CINDYvHow do you like to travel, Steve'l
*FLY
a What do you think you are, Jim-V
oyous
Shristmas greetings
Our wish is that you waken to a Christmas
full of the best the season offers...
the joy of loving friends, the peace of plenty.
Have the Merriest Christmas of all!
Mathematics Leve
Mathematics Level II
Physics
REMAINING DATES ON WHICH,
ACT TESTS WILL BE OFFEREDV
REGISTRATION DEADLINE V
January 17, 1968
April 10, 1968
July 3, 1968
TEST DATE
February 17
May 11
It m y ? KING V
I What kind of mood are you in4Tina? JOLLEY VWhat would you like to eat, Earl
I
an? RICE V
How did you pay for it, Rital
CASH V
Where do you live, Dee? FIELDSV
What kind of house do you livel
w in, Dennis? LOHAUS
; What are all Freshmen, Marvinit
iGREEN V
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A most bountiful *
holiday Is our wish for you)
• cherished friendships
hailing laughter of happy children,
and the good will of all men.
- 
Have the merriest of all Christmases I
Whiteway Service Station
if
If
If
4
4
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4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
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Texaco Products
—Broadway Street —
JOHN E. BARD
Ck-zsimas
The time of peace
and joy has come to men,
the light of happiness
'beds its glow over us all.
It's Christmastide!
Our wish is for you to
share this joy
have a merry
Christmas!
Rice Insurance Agency, Inc.'
MATTIE RICE LEON RIGS
Fulton Theatre Bldg.
A
Merry .
Christmas
to
All
May your Christmas "stocking" be
filled with every good thing you wish for...
we'd like to add a note of thanks for the
nice gift you gave our store — a fine customeri
WOOD TELEVISION
300 WALNUT ST.
4August 3
FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM
YOU MAY REST ASSURED, JUST AS YOU HAVE FOR
70 Years
That We Appreciate Your Patronage And That We Wish For You And Yours
A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR
City National Bank
FULTON, KY.
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PAUL and JOHANNA M. WIESTPHELINO
Editors and Publishers
New York Times Singles Out Kentucky's Governor
Breathitt For Intelligent, Provocative Programs
The states are the critical areas of
American government today. For
thirty-five years, in war and in peace,
the Federal Government has expanded
its power and dramatically redefined
its role. Local units of government
have reacted to the same pressures in
remarkably different ways.
In some states, the counties are
withering away; in Connecticut, they
have been abolished altogether. Else-
where, the counties have taken on ex-
cutive and planning functions in an ef-
fort to provide metropolitan-wide gov-
ernment as suburbs have mushroomedin importance. Cities, big and small,
have meanwhile leapfrogged over the
state governments, with their rural-
dominated legislatures and their reac-
tionary taxing policies, and have de-
veloped direct ties with the new
bureaucracies in Washington.
Unless the states rehabilitate
themselves as effective, functioning
governments, there is little doubt about
the direction that political develop-
ment is going to take in this country in
the decades ahead. Federalism will be
radically transformed, and the national
3overnment will deal directly with
thousands of local jurisdictions. In
such a relationship, Washington can
only be the master and local govern-
ments the agents. -
President Johnson, to his credit,
has devoted considerable attention to
Federal-state relationships. But the
real impetus for reform can only come
from the states themselves. The recent
National Governors Conference pro-
vided encouraging evidence that this
impetus is growing stronger._
Although the "three R's" — Gov-
ernors Romney, Reagan and Rockefel-
ler — who are in the Presidential spot-
light naturally dominated the news,
the more lasting significance of this
meeting was the emergence of a large
number of serious-minded Governors
In both parties who take a sophisticat-
ed, almost professional attitude toward
state problems. As recently as ten years
ago, Governors' meetings discussed a
few isolated issues such as traffic safe-
ty or the National Guard. This year's
agenda included the strategy of state
planning, regional and interstate
cooperation, and states-and-urban
problems. The staff studies and sta-
tistical analyses would do credit to any
Federal agency.
The most provocative reports
were those on regional and interstate
cooperation prepared by a dozen Gov-
ernors under the leadership of Gov.
Edward T. Breathitt of Kentucky. Edu-
cation, air and water pollution, trans-
portation, and economic development
are problems that do not respect state
boundaries. States have to develop
modes of political cooperation to ad-
just to the realities of a river basin, a
regional air-shed or a redevelopment
area such as Appalachia.
Terry Sanford, the able former
Governor of North Carolina, has de-
voted the last two years to surveying
the role of the states. His recently pub-
lished book, "Storm Over The States"
is at once a convincing demonstration
of the usefulness of state governments,
an indictment of their weaknesses, and
an exhortation for further reform. All
who care about the success of federal-
ism can only hope that today's Gover-
nors and their successors persevere in
the urgent tasks of innovation.
— N. Y. Times, Oct. 29, 1967
1967: The "Good Crop Year"
RECORD YIELDS — The year
1967 is apt to be remembered in Ken-
tucky as "the good crop year." There
have been other good years, or maybe
better ones, in certain sections of the
state, but it is hard to remember one
where the season has been so generally
good throughout the state as the onejust ending. It was a good pasture year
and pastures are going into the winter
in excellent condition; there is plenty
of hay and the largest corn harvest
since 1948. Wheat, barley and oats pro-
duced record yields last spring. The
state's soybean crop is estimated at 11
million bushels, 42 percent more than
last year.
Corn is a good crop by which tojudge the over-all weather conditions
because it is grown in all parts of the
state and it is very responsive to the
whims of the weather during the criti-
cal growing season. The 1967 Ken-
tucky corn yield is now forecast at a
record 80 bushels per acre, up 11 bush-
els from the previous record of 69
bushels made in 1965.
This year's growing season com-
pares favorably with that of 1948. That
year's corn crop also broke all previous
records. It made 41 bushels per acre,
almost 6 bushels above any previous
A member of tfie Kentucky Press Associate's
Secend - class postage paid at Fulton, Ky. 42041
Successor of various weakly papers In Fulton
the first of which was founded In 1610.
Published Every Thursday of The Year
at 2111  Commercial Ave. Fulton, Ky. 42041
Voted one of Kentucky's "Best All Around"
Weekly Parsers.
Address all mail (subscriptions, change of ad
dress. Forms 3371) to Post Office Box 301 Ful.
ton, Kentucky, 42041.
Subscription Rafts: $3.06 per year In Fulton
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and °talon and
•akley Counties, Tenn. Elsewhere throughout
United States $4.111 per year.
entucky Subscribers must add 3% Sales Tax.
record. Going back still a few more
years the poorest corn yield in Ken-
tucky was in 1931, the year of the great
drought, when practically no rain fell
in the state after early May. That year
the crop averaged only 10 bushels per
acre.
The two largest corn crops on re-
cord in Kentucky were produced dur-
ing World War I, in 1915 and 1917. In
those pre-tractor days over 3.6 million
Kentucky acres were plowed and
cultivated with horses and mules.
Yields well above the average of that
period (24 bushels per acre) were pro-
duced and over 110 million bushels
were harvested in each of the 2 years.
This year's crop of 95 million bushels
was harvested on less than 1.2 million
acres.
BIG CROPS - LOW PRICES. Big
crops and high prices seldom go togeth-
er. The balance between supply and
demand is pretty well balanced and a
small surplus of a commodity can force
the price down severely. Thus with big
crops of corn, soybeans and other crops
have come sharp drops in prices.
In agriculture the supply of "in
puts" does not determine the "output"
of production. Nature - the rainfall,
sunshine, hail and wind, - elements
over which man has little control, is
the biggest influence in regulating the
supply of farm crops.
— Ky. Bankers Association
GRASSROOTS OPINION
CANNELTON, IND., NEWS:
"Why take land out of timber produc-
tion and designate it only to recreation
and wilderness? Let's keep it as much
as possible in multiple use management
and whenever possible leave it in pri-
vate ownership which has the added
benefit of paying taxes."
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A VISIT FROM ST. NICHOLAS
'Twas the night before Christmas, when all through
the house
Not a creature was stirring, not even a mouse;
The stockings were hung by the chimney with care,
In hopes that St. Nicholas soon would be there;
The children Were nestled all snug in their beds,
While visions of sugar-plums danced in their heads;
And mamma in her kerchief, and I in my cap,
Had just settled our brains for a long winter's nap, -
When out on the lawn there arose such a clatter,
I sprang from my bed to see what was the matter.
Away to the window I flew like a flash,
Tore open the shutters and threw up the sash.
The moon on the breast of the new-fallen snow
Gave a lustre of midday to objects below;
When what to my wondering eyes should appear,
But a miniature sleigh and eight tiny reindeer,
With a little old driver, so lively and quick
I knew in a moment it must be St. Nick.
More rapid than eagles his coursers they came,
And he whistled and shouted, and called them by name:
"Now, Dasher! now, Dancer! now, Prancer and Vixen!
On, Comet! on Cupid! on Donder and Blitzen!
To the top of the porch, to the top of the wall;
Now dash away,-dash away, dash away all!"
As dry leaves that before the wild hurricane fly,
When they meet with an obstacle, mount to the sky,
So up to the house-top the coursers they flew,
With a sleigh full of toys - and St. Nicholas, too.
And then in a twinkling I heard on the roof
The prancing and pawing of each little hoof.
As I drew in my head and was turning around,
Down the chimney St. Nicholas came with a bound.
He was dressed all in fur from his head to his foot,
And his clothes were all tarnished with ashes and soot;
A bundle of toys he had flung on his back,
And he looked like a pedlar just opening his pack.
His eyes, how they twinkled! his dimples, how merry!
His cheeks were like roses, his nose like a cherry;
His droll little mouth was drawn up like a bow,
And the beard on his chin was as white as the snow.
The stump of a pipe he held tight in his teeth,
And the smoke it encircled his head like a wreath.
He had a broad face and a little round belly
That shook when he laughed, like a bowl full of jelly.
He was chubby and plump - a right jolly old elf;
And I laughed when I saw him, in spite of myself.
A wink of his eye and a twist of his head
Soon gave me to know I had nothing to dread.
He spoke not a word, but went straight to his work,
And filled all the stockings; then turned with a jerk,
And, laying his finger iside of his nose,
And giving a nod, up the chimney he rose.
He sprange to his sleigh, to his team give a whistle,
And away they all flew like the down on a thistle;
But I heard him exclaim, ere he drove out of sight,
"Happy Christmas to all, and to all a good-night!"
— Clement Clarke More
CHR I S TMAS
GR EETINGS
On this wonderful holiday of Peace and Joy
we send our heartfelt greetings, and wishesfor your Christmas to be merry and bright.
CLARICE SHOP
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mas
may the serenity
of peace and a
bounty of joy enter
your life this blessed
time ... Merry Christmas!
EXU/4 TELEVISIONWalnut Street
The Parson
Sneaks
SCRIPTURE READING —
Matt. 2:1-23
TEXT: "And she brought forth
her first-born Son and laid him in a
manger; for there was no room for
them in the inn." Luke 2:7.
A Page From The Register of the
Bethlehem Inn:
The inn in Bethlehem was not un-like the average small-town hotel
of our own day. It was seldom fill-
ed except in an emergency. The
occasion of our text was an emer-
gency, for Augustus had taxed the
world. Multitudes from all over had
to return to their home city and
village to pay these taxes and be
enrolled. It was that Joseph and
Mary were a part of this crowd
who were hurrying to the city of
David to register the fallen fortunes
of the House of David.
So far as we know, there are no
records extant of the inn. Except
for the reference in our text, it
would have remained in oblivion.
Yet we cannot but wonder who oc-
cupied the prominent places in the
inn that night, who crowded out
The Son of God, The King of
Kings. Let us turn prayerfully, with
imagination, to the pages of the
register and may they reveal the
characters of those who were
there on the night that Mary was
sent across the courtyard to the
(Continued on Page Nine)
FOR YOUR HOLIDAY NEEDS
VISIT THE KEG
This year, give something extra
special ... give Kentucky Country
Hams. And to make your holiday
party an event — save back one
or two. U-m-m-ml
Look for this Seal
Your assurance of
'Excellence 
0, Holy Night
Each year at Christmas, the sacred story
lives anew. As we reflect upon that holy
time, of a Child born in Bethlehem, may
we find inspiration in His life, to guide
us on our way. Sincere greetings to all.
THE STAFF OF
Whittle' Funeral Home
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State vacation parks. V
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none can purchase a Ken and Bar- articles for the Christmas seaso
n. 
Commissioner Robert Gable says*
4 26," 
marked Dec. 28 or later, will be 
all requests made by letter, post-1
body else they must keep up with this year will be "Death
'hie doll, but let's face it, like any- One of the most appealing of toys
4 the fashion trends. So during this twenty-six fun weapons combined 
honored on a first-come basis.
4year, parents will spend $128.00 for into one. Its a combination rifle, 
Mail requests for summer accom-
4 winter wardrobes to find that the machine gun, rocket launcher, 
modations will not be accepted be-
fashions have changed and Ken grenade thrower, bazooka, mortar, 
fore this date.
Nand Barbie now need a complete H bomb detonator, and much more. 
Telephone requests tor the 1968
il 4 spring outfit,
 which retails at Death 26 is a product of Education- sea
son will be accepted at . all va
41 *$148.00.
4 
at Toys Corporation and costs just cation parks beginning
 Jan. 1.
Many smaller industries have $212.00, wherever finer toys are Vacation parks which 
are open
0 4 caught on and are now offering solo. Death 26 has a free trial offer year round (Jenny Wi
ley, General
h 
I
4 Preacher dolls for $31 to marry for a week at no charge. With th
is Butler, Cumberland Falls, Lake
for Yuletide joys! 4ism, one can purchase witness dolls neighbors, frighten sh
ell shocked
Kentucky Hdwe. & Implement Co. 4 American industries are also ap- come across with the 
money by the from 8 a. m. until 10 p. m. daily. v
veterans, and force your parents to cepting phone reservation re
quests
4 pealing to little boys this Christmas end of the week - or else. A
ccording to Gable, the Depart 4
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Batts 0by offering action dolls 
which can American Toy Industries ment's reservations 
service inv
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The nu. iber is (502) 223-2326
Toll-free calls- may be made fromV
!these areas by dialing these num-V
!bers: Louisville, 583-9796; Lexing-
tont 252-4913; and Covington-Cin-
cinnati, 261-2643. V
Opening dates for overnight gel
:commodations in parks that close!
:these facilities during the winter!
;months are: Audubon, April 1.
;Bockhorn, May 1; Carter Caves:
April 1; Kenlake, Feb, 2; Pennyrile:
4 Forest, May 1; Pine Mountain
May 1; Rough River Dam, April 1.;
Housekeeping cottages at ('umber-
land Falls State Park will be openr.
April 15. 
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As the season of good will comes to
us once again, we take the opportunity
to bid our friends a Merry Christmas,
A. C. BUTTS and SONS
Grocery — Feeds — Seeds — Mill
James Garrard is the only Ken-
tucky chief executive to serve two
successive terms. He was elected
in 1796 and 1800, and was the first
governor to live in what is now the
Lieutenant Governor's Mansion in
Frankfort.
TWO SUCCESSIVE TERMS Kentucky g
overnor born in the
Bluegrass State. The 13th governor
of the Commonwealth, Morehead
became chief executive upon the
death of Governor John Breathitt in
1834
A fool lifte '1 up his voice with
laughter, but a wise man doth
BLUEGRASS BORN scarce s
mile a litUe.
James 'I' Morehead o as the first 
— 
Ecclesiastes 21: 20.
Santa's Rewards For The Year's State Parks Will ;
Fulton News, Thursday, December 21, 1967
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Christmas 0
To all our friends, '
Behavior Are Becoming Outlandish Begin Booking
The American toy industries have pose in any positi
on. l'arents of 1968 Reservations°.
produced many splendid toys for little boys someti
mes shell out over
children of all ages this Christmas $100 to buy costumes an
d scenery
season. 
• Kentucky's Department of Parksv
for Captain Action, GI Joe, Major is preparing for a flood of requests
The greatest selling articles for McMason and other
 fascinating early next month for choice accomw
girls this Christmas are the Barbie characters of toyland
. modations next summer at the 134
and Ken dolls with their assorted Guns and weapons still hold a
A v hen
 and Barbie dolls. Also for real- fun weapon you can scare your
v for a wedding at $27 each.
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Santa's pack holds a
special message from Us
to you— good wishes
....for a wonderful holiday! i
• Merry Christmas!
• •
BENNET'. DRUG STORE
MAIN STREET FULTON
The same warm greetings the Bennetts 
have
0
been giving you for more than seventy-seven years
 V
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,tome
all pe
faithful,
Sing out the praises of
this joyful season in
voices loud and clear.
Have a Merry Christmas.
FULTON INSURANCE AGENCY V
OFFICE PHONE 472-1351 208 MAIN STREET 
V
Were drumming up our best
Vulecide ninhen . . . for you!
4
4 4
4 4
4 FRANCE DETONATES BOMB if
if V
Gordon's Shell Service Station 
4 nth atom bomb. The Defensev
*1:)'linistry said the blast was of "lov-4
Broadway — South Fulton, Tenn.
Phone — 479-2933
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Peace
on
Earth
As He brought us Peace,
may this holiday bring hope for all
mankind. We wish you a Christmas of serene joy.
At the
season of holly and
mistletoe, it is our
special pleasure to wish you
a Merry Christmas and to express our
thanks for your patrut.d,,e, tit. ,dt the year.
;1•1".°4. Vejeln
Vir
4 1111
Cumberland, Kentucky Dam Vil-1
lage and Natural Bridge) are ac-v
yield variety." More tests arew
*scheduled for later this summer.*
Sand the French government said lig
*expects to test a hydrogen bomb in
V loss.
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may we join with
Santa in wishing you
good cheer!
It's a joy to serve you
and we sincerely
thank you for the opportunity._
SOUTH FULTON, TENN.
?.:s.:Agumt:sis.g.lizguusumpspsnim
J11111111
ecuee
in the New Year
'With an abiding faith in the great promise the New Year
holds, we wish for all men the peace and harmony
that comes from living under the guidance of His love.
For the wonderful year just passed, we sa7, "Thank You."
Season's Greetings
from the staff
JACKSON FUNERAL HOME
DUKEDOM, TENNESSEE
PHONE 469-5414 and 469-5623
Nev• and
Hubert Jackson
469-5414
Agatha and
Waltar Voelpel
472-2463 or 472-1850
Greathel and
W. D. Winstead
469-5835
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These talented musicians represented the Fulton High Band at thel
recent Quad-State Music Festival. Joe Ed Harrison, Gary McBride and$
Lady Rose Craddock pose with their respective instruments. it
Fulton High Band Members Attendf,
Annual Music Festival At Murray V
(From The FM Kennel)
On Monday, Dec. 4, three of our
band members and. their director
left the school at 8:00 en route to
Murray State University. There
they attended the twentieth annual
QUAD STATE MUSIC FESTIVAL.
Those going from the Fulton band
were Lady Rose Craddock—clari-
net, senior division; Gary McBride
—baritone, Joe Ed Harrison—Bass
horn, junior division; and Mr.
Brown.
Quad State is an annual event at
Murray. It is made up of a series of
three events each year. The first
event is for choruses; the second
event for bands from all over the
Four-State area and the third for
orchestras. At this time three or
four members from each band are
invited to attend. They are divided
. nto two groups--.Senior Band and
lunior Band—according to their
grade level.
The two bands met at 8:43 and
all men." May ityour Christmas 
ithe truly joyful!
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ANDREWS JEWELRY STORE
thatnightp"ingthe"y,besicOmmtumneannmmMWM/WWWWWWMWMW"""m"M-
the practice sessions, there was1
recreation in the Student Union and
lots of "getting to know eachif
other." and at 4:30 there was a con-If
cert held by the M. S. U. Woodwind!
Quintet.
At 7:00, after a full day's haul
work in practice sessions, the twow
bands presented a concert. Thei
Junior Band of 130 members wasit
conducted by Professor Josiah Dar-
nell, and the 170 piece Senior Bandy
by Professor Paul Shahan. Selec-it
twos played by the Junior Band4
were: A LITTLE BACH SUITE.
THREE CLASSIC DANCESI
THEME AND FINALE, VIVOR-v
ANDA, and FOUR EPISODES FOR4
BAND. Those played by the Seniorw
Band were: SUGAR sowil
MARCH, FESTIVAL OVERTURE,4
THE FOUNTAIN HEAD—a pieced
composed by Mr._Shahan himself-4
JESU, JOY OF MAN'S DESIR-4
ING, and BOSS NOVA HOLIDAY If
began practicing for their concert To have representatives at Quade
for that night. Practice sessions State is an honor not only for thee
went from 8:45 to 11:45. At 12:00 student but for the school also. Ful-4
Vthe directors attended the special ton has always been representedv
Director's Complimentary Lunch- at Murray's festivals but can't;
eon. At this time the students were possibly continue unless it receives;
set loose on the campus until 1:30. the support it so richly deserves.i
From then on they resumed their Support can be given in any number4
practice until 4'30. At 2:00 there of ways—by new members, by bet-g
was a clinic for directors conducted ter attendance and band functions.4
by Mr. Nib o Hovey. Then from 4:30 or merely a word of encourage-w
to 6:30 they were free to spend their ment now and then. No one carill
time any way before the concert really understand the joy and satisl
May Christmastime joy
cmd laughter be yours on this
happy holiday ... and may we
gratefully thank you for your patronage.
ROPER =VISION
Phone 472-3643 306 Main
May your hearth be
happy and your heart
content. We send
this greeting with
our thanks
to GM
Dewey Johnson Insurance Agency
Dewey Johnson Mrs. Frances Jones
James T. Johnson John B. Stayton Don F. Laney
Corns visit us at our new office at 226 Commercial Avenue
PHONE 47235ce
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good will to all men,
at holy Christmastide
And the angels
sang, "Glory to God
in the highest, and on
earth peace, good will
toward men."Our hopes
for peace everlasting soar
Heavenward with special
faith and fervor in this
Holy Christmas season.
We join our
hopes to yours,
and send sincerest
wishes for blessings
most abundant and
happiness truly complete.
Compliments Of
Staff and Management
OF
FULTON WHOLESALE FLORIST
Union City Highway
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For each heart to stir.
May your house be aglow with all the joys of
Christmas. May your heart be warm with happiness
and success throughout all the days to come.
FERRY 0, MORSE
SEED COMPANY
FULTON, KY.
Regardless of the bad weather, a
nice crowd attended church at
Johnson Grove and Chapel Hill yes-
terday. There wit lbe a Christmas
lady at each church Wednesday
night, and next Sunday the mem-
bers of Johnson Grove will visit
Park Manor Rest Home and take
gifts to the patients there.
Last Tuesday visitors of Mr. and
Mrs. John Smith were Tommy
Taylor and friend, Mr. and Mrs.
Hanna of ne. • Union City, and Mrs.
McBride of Memphis.
Miss Pamela Greer, a student at
the University of Tennessee, Knox-
ville, is at home for the holidays.
David Long is at home with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. William
Long, for the holidays. He is a stu-
dent at the University of Tennessee
at Knoxville.
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HOLIDAY
BRADLEY OR VILLAGER
SPORTSWEAR!
THE VILLAGER° puts it all together to spell harmony.
Villager colorings are designed to work subtly and
smoothly together. All you have to do is choose ...
which is hard enough, with our comprehensive col-
lection. Come in and try.
TEE VILLAGER° puts it all
together to spell harmony.
Villager colorings are designed
to work subtly and smoothly
together. All you have to do
is choose. . . which is hard
enough, with our comprehen-
sive collection. COMe in and try.
Dee -charbarre for smoothness.
The only "Mellow M h°" Bourbon.
It's Bourbon Country's top seller.
Funeral services for Eph Dawes
were held last Saturday, December
16, in Hornbeak Funeral Home
chapel, with Rev. W. W. Kitterman,
pastor of the Cumberland Presby-
terian Church in Fulton, officiating.
Burial was in Enon Cemetery.
Mr. Dawes, 68, died suddenly at
his home on Valley Street, Decem-
ber 14.
He was born in Fulton County,
the son of the late Eph and Mar-
garet Crawford Dawes, and was
employed as a Linotype operator by
the Fulton Daily Leader for the past
twenty-seven years. He founded the
Fulton County News with his bro-
ther, Jim Dawes, in 1933 and sold
out ten months later. He was a
member of the Cumberland Presby-
terian Church, serving on the board
of deacons.
In 1935 he was married to the
former Miss Lillie Cowell, who
survives.
Other survivors are four sons,
Carl Dawes of Berea, Ky., Eph
Dawes, Jr., and Charles Dawes of
West Palm Beach, Fla., and Joe
Dawes of Paducah; one brother,
Jim Dawes of Fulton; one sister,
Mrs. N. E. Thomas of Parkin, Ark.,
seven grandchildren, several nieces
and nephews.
Mrs. Sanford Thomas
Mrs. Sanford Thomas died Sun-
day, December 17, in the Mayfield
Hospital, following a short illness.
Funeral services were held Tues-
day, December 19, in the re-organ.
ized Church of Jesus Christ of Lat-
ter Day Saints at Tri-City, with
Bro. C. L. Ross officiating. Burial
was in Rhodes Cemetery. Jackson
Funeral Home in Dukedom was in
charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Thomas, 70, was born in
Lynnville, Ky., the former Lela
Bowlin, daughter of the late Brown
and Susie Kennedy Bowlin. She and
her husband resided in Lynnville.
In addition to her husband, she
is survived by two brothers, Basil
Bowlin of Lynnville and Troy Bow-
lin of Lansing, Mich., three sisters,
Mrs. Lubie Page of Lynnville, Mrs.
Irene Evans of Detroit, Mich., and
Mrs. Otis Bennett of Taylor, Mich.,
several nieces and nephews.
Mrs. Vara Morgan Henley died
in the Fuller-Gilliam Hospital at
Mayfield last Saturday, December
16, following a brief illness.
Funeral services were held Tues-
day, December 19, in Jackson Fun-
eral Home chapel at Dukedom,
with Rev. Joe F. McMinn and Rev.
Kimbell Coburn officiating. Burial
was in Pleasant Valley Cemetery,
Mrs. Henley, 78, widow of 0. M.
Henley of Water Valley, was born
in Graves County. the daughter of
the late George and Elizabeth
Hughes Holland. Mr. Henley pre-
ceded her in death in 1962.
She was a member of the Water
Valley Methodist Church.
Surviving are one son, Harold
Morgan of Detroit. Mich.; two dau-
ghters, Mrs. Grace Mohler of De-
troit and Mrs. Lucien Bledsoe of
Charleston, S. C., several grand-
children and great-grandchildren.
Funeral services for Mrs. Rosa
Clark were held Tuesday morning,
December 19, in Hornbeak Funeral
Home chapel, with Rev. Julian
Warren officiating Burial was in
Holifield Cemetery.
Mrs. Clark, 87, widow of Arthur
Hampton Clark of Fulghum, died
Sunday. December 17, in the Fulton
Hospital after a week's illness.
She was born in Graves County,
the daughter of David and Susan
Holifield Frazier. Her husband died
in 1964.
Surviving are four sons, Noah
Clark of Fulton, Elbert Clark of
Clinton, Luther and Loyce Clark
of Alton, Ill.; three sisters. Mrs.
Maudie Richmond of Fulton, Mrs.
Virgie Stairs of Mayfield and Mrs.
Vivian Dew of Wingo; six grand-
children and thirteen great-grand-
children.
The following %ere patients in
Fulton Hospitals on Wednesday, De-
cember 20:
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mrs. Jerry Clark, Virgil Jones,
Rev. Bill Boyd, Arthur Stewart,
Hillview Nurses
Entertain With
Christmas Dinner
The nurses at Hillview Hospital
held their annual Christmas dinner
at the One And All Club Monday
night, December 18.
The club was beautifully deco-
rated for Christmas, with the Santa
Claus theme used throughout the
dining room. The dinner consisted
of turkey and dressing, ham, and
all the "trimmings."
Special guests were: Mr. and
Mrs. J. D. Hales, Mr. and Mrs.
Darrell Wilson, Dr. John W. Rags-
dale, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Bill Jolley,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe M. Workman, Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Burnham, Mr. and
Mrs. Don Snow, Mr. and Mrs. May-
nard Weidenbach, Larry Wade and
Mrs. Emma Butts: Mr. and Mrs.
David Cruse joined the party after
dinner.
Nurses and husbands attending
were: Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Stewart,
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Kelly, Mrs.
Judy Adams, Virginia Austin, Alma
Wade and Clara Mitcham. 
— 
Highway 45 & 51 By - Pass —
A social hour with recorded
music was enjoyed following the
dinner. FOR WRECKER SERVICE DAY or NIGHT
Phone 472-9087 — Fulton. Ky.
Future Nurses Has
Interesting Program
The Future Nurses Club met on
November 22, 1967 in the Farm
Room. The president, Roma Foster,
opened the meeting and the secre-
tary, Kay Mann, read the minutes
of the last meeting. Roma then
turned the meeting over to Mrs.
Geri Braswell, who presented the
program.
The program of the meeting was
"Infant and Child Care." Mrs.
Braswell's talk centered around the
care of the infant and the young
child. The Future Nurses learned
that thumbsucicing in the early
years of a child could later lead to
nail biting. They also learned how
to col* with some of the psycho-
logical problems of the young child
and were given some baby-sitting
tips which concerned the child's
health.
The Future Nurses enjoyed this
program very much and are look-
ing forward to more programs on
a -ariety of subjects.
Robert Goodwill, Fulton; little Bob- FRACTURED LEG
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V not metal as many damaged ones 
Lillie Croft, Miss Donna Chaney,*
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This we wish you—hale and hearty
health, tranquility of mind, happiness
of spirit. fla%e a Merry Christmas!
Fulton News, Thursday, December 21, 1967
Our Christmas wish . •
good will
to all men, .
peace, • 1
and the 
.- •
happiness
of giving.
Parker's Standard Service Station
The anatomy of
Kentucky's $4"9° 1155
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Our sleigh is overflowing with
holiday wishes and
sincere thanks for
one and all.
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On this joyous day, we ask
that the boundless love of
the Christ Child surround
you and your family, always.
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FHA Committee Miss Fields
Meets At FHS To Honored At
Check Progress Tea Sunday
The Degrees comntittee of
F. C. H. S. Future Homemakers of
America met in the home eco-
nomics rooms to cheek progress on
Junior degrees.
Some fifty freshman students in
home economics are working on
their Junior degrees. This degree
is awarded to the students after
they show evidence of growth in
four areas, as an individual, as a
home member, as a member of
school and community, member of
the chapter.
The members of the degrees corn-
mitke are qualified to assist the
freshman girls in that each of them
his completed either the Junior or
Chapter degree.
Members of the Degrees Com-
mittee working on Thursday in ad-
dition to the chapter advisers, Mrs.
Carrole Lattus and Mrs. King Davis
were, Sandra McCollum chairman,
Susan Taylor, Charlotte Nicholson,
Mary Ruth Vincent, Nancy Parker,
Vicki Harris, Janet Ballard, Norma
Sutton, Cheryl Toombs, Pam Har-
ris, Patricia Haney, Treys Cald-
well, Donna Rupart.
As the work on Junior degrees
progresses other meetings will be
held, and each freshman girl is
assigned to a member of the degree
committee. Similar meetings will
be held at chapter degrees at an
early date.
Chestnut Glade
Club Meets With
Mrs. Rob Fowlkes
The holiday spirit really filled the
air when the Chestnut Glade Home
Demonstration Club met in the
home of Mrs. Rob Fovilkes recent-
ly. with Mrs. Lucy Gibbs and Mrs.
Ellen Brown hostesses, with one
hundred percent of the members
and three visitors present. Visitors
were Mrs. Bill Smith, Mrs. Claud
Williams and Mrs. James Palmer.
Christmas carols were sung by
those present. directed by Mrs. W.
C. Morrison. Each member contri- Mrs. Sharon Johnson, English,
buted a poem, reading or story to French, and reading teacher at Ful-
-the program. Mrs. Harvey Vaughan ton High School, and Mrs. Brenda
gave the devotion, using Luke 1-15. Fleming, sixth grade teacher at
Gifts were exchanged, after which Carr Elementary School, were
— a delicious party plate and spiced among 70 supervisors and teachers
tea were served, who attended a four day in-service
The next meeting will be in the workshop in Paducah recently to
home of Mrs. V. C. Simpson on the explore the advances made in the
third Thursday in January. Visitors teaching of English for grades one
are cordially invited, through twelve.
Miss Mary Elizabeth Fields,
whose marriage to Curtis R. Han-
cock, Jr., will be solemnized De-
cember 22, was the inspiration for
a tea Sunday afternoon, December
17, at the home of Mrs. D. J. Mur-
chison.
Greeting the guests were Mrs.
Murchison, Miss Fields, Mrs. Clyde
Fields and Mrs. Curtis Hancock,
Sr. Miss Ginger Fields presided at
the guest register.
Miss Fields was lovely in an
emerald green velvet dress with a
gift corsage of red and green. The
hostess gift was four teaspoons in
her chosen pattern.
The house was festively decorat-
ed for the Christmas season. The
dining table was covered with a
white cutwork cloth and centered
with an arrangement of red
poinsettias in an antique silver
compote, flanked by burning red
tapers in silver holders. Other
silver appointments were used. Hot
Spiced tea and decorated cakes
were served, with nuts arid mints.
Mrs. Wales Austin served at the
table and was assisted by Miss
Vicki Murchison.
The Women's Society of Christian
Service of the Cayce Methodist
Church met in the home of Mrs.
Clyde Linder recently with eighteen
present.
The meeting was opened with soft
organ music, and Mrs. Clyde Lin-
der gave the devotion. The program
was in charge of Mrs. Charles Lin-
der, who read the Christmas story,
with the members answering with
hymns and carols.
A short business meeting was
conducted by the president, after
which the hostess served spice
rake, hot spiced tea and hot choco-
late.
The January meeting will be held
in the home of Mrs. Buford Ben-
nett.
Old Medley Is bourbon in the
finest traditions of Old Kentucky
Especially made by
Fleischmann to be smooth and
mellow—a 90 proof bourbon
remarkably rich in flavor and
character. Yet you'll find it
surprisingly modest in price.
For bourbon you'll be proud to
serve, ask for Old Medley.
ENGLISH WORKSHOP
i-7,01ittD,:-'
tMEDLEY)
'bRANIB6")'
i) ,frks.tehirly rliPirrc,rv
r7.3,ww`vwri
RtYlNi r AVAi
110 Proof. Kentucky ['trail:el Bourbon Whiskey.
OketlIbed by lee Plelsohesenn DtstIlling Corporstion. Owensboro. Kentucky.
Ed Phipps, former coach at both
Fulton City and South Fulton
school, resigned this week as head
basketball coach at David Lips-
comb College, Nashville, to accept
a position outside the coaching-
teacher profession. His resignation
is effective immediately.
A Federal report showed that
Americans are smok:ng more cigar-
ettes than ever despite rising prices
and warnings of health hazards.
The Agriculture Department esti-
mated Americans smoked about 9
billion more cigarettes in fiscal
1937 than in 1966.
White Bread 4 89t
Pumpkin Pie 49t
Brownies 
KLEENEX COCKTAIL - DESIGNER • DINNER.
BALLARD REFRIG.
Biscuits 649c
THE REAL THING FROM FLORIDA AC&APNSORANGE
Juice 
 
  
6854
IF UNABLE TO PURCHASE ANY ADVERTISED IT EM... PLEASE REOUEST A RAIN CHECK.
Sharon, Mass. — Harvey Balti-
more and John lozzo proprietors of
a beauty shop have reserved two
days a week for male customers.
They said men are as vain as wo-
men about their appearance and
demand is large for hair coloring
and skin lotions
Fulton News, Thursday, December 21, 1967
UK CHEMISTRY
The graduate program in chem-
istry at the University of Kentucky
has as its aim the development of
those skills and techniques conduc•
ive to independent :earning and in-
vestigation.
VIRGINIA FARM
SUPER RIGHT
Semi-Boneless
11.7 7t
SUPER —RIGHT BEEF
Rib Roast
1ST 3 RIBS LB. 994
ANN PAGI ROYAL
Lusters RAitnc"4"  3 Lii. SAG 994
Thin Mints 12-0Z. BOX  45
Candy Toys I-LIL BAG  35t
THE PERFECT GIFT
A&P Gift
Certificate
$500T01000
Available At Amy ASP
LAP FROZEN
GRADE A
Vegetables
OCO M A BONELESS
Turkey
Roast
LB. 79c
DRAFT & NEXT YEAR
The Administration, it is believe
will make another try to push
lottery draft selection propos:
through congres next year. Cot
gress turned back the President
hid far a lottery this year.
SUPER RIGHT
Smoked Hams
WHOLE, HALF, 14/16 LB.BUTT PORTION
Le. 594
SHANKFORTIoN LA 9t
FULLY COOKED W1401f OR H
WITH NO CENTER SLICES REM
U.S.D.A. FROZEN
Cranberry Sauce
JELLIED OR
ASP 14B. 39,
WHOLE 2 CANSBERRY
Sweet Potatoes
,T+11 A
Oranges 5- SAG
Tangerines 210 SIZEpoz  39t
Cucumbers 
Radishes 
A .3 r rpoti N 31101.TRIt4e.
Deiergeat i.Ls. .oz. HOE 344
Oxydol Detergent 3-LB i-oz sox 814
Cascade Dishwashing DetergeetToT 434
Ivory Flakes Soap Powder ":'ot 344
Ivory Liquid Detergeat  (WART '911.-. 814
Joy Liquid Detergest  IXT.60Z. I'TTS-  564
Salvo Tablet Detergent... Dal °1257114
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Sports Spotlight AA
A
(From The FHS Kennel) 1
Is it a bird? Is it a plane? No, it
is "Wonderful William." William
Pickard that is, one of Fulton
High's outstanding athletes.
During the 1967 football season.,
Pickard showed great speed andg
determination as an offensiye and
defensive halfback. William was
one of the Bulldog's leading ground!
gainers, which he accomplished by
using his great speed that gave hims
the ability to go around on end;
sweeps and catching passes. Pick-i
ard gave his best performance this
year against South Fulton by scor-
ing all four of the Bulldog's touch-R
downs. a
The Fulton High junior is a start-a
ing guard on this year's basketball*
team. His quick movements and
good ball handling is an asset to
the team. William has shown fine
leadership while serving as co-cap-
tain of the team.
William is also one of the out-
standing members of the track
team. He runs dashes and long
distance events.
To sum it up, William Pickard is
indeed an outstanding athlete.
WILLIAM PICKARD
Canine Cut-Ups
By Rome
(From The FHS Kennel)
A
Communication seems to be get-R
ting harder everyday for the stu-
dents at FHS. Why, just the otherR
day when office girl, Joy Jobe,R
came around announcing all seniorsR
were to meet in the math room im-
mediately, there was a terrible mis-a
understanding. Nobody realized itit
until Jimmy King came walking in
late and breathlessly exclaimed,*
"What's everybody doing in here?*
Didn't you hear the announcement*
,that all seniors are supposed to
meet in the bathroom!" He also ex-*
alained that he would have gotten*
there sooner but he couldn't decide*
which bathroom to go to.
I'm sorry all of you couldn't have*
seen the re-run of Tacky Day put*
on by the freshman FHA girls thee
3ther night at their installation.*
Those girls looked so awful that!
when we had supper, the freshmen*
had to eat in one room while the
lther FHA girls ate in another.
We found out a most astonishing!
fact at a recent pep rally. When!
zsked how many boys were goingm
steady, over fifteen FHS boys stood*
ap, but when asked how many boys!
late just one girl, only two Rood!
up. I think we girls had better take:
ieed and check into this matter
nore closely!
If any of you ever have trouble
.emembering the time, don't fret.
You can always rely on our faithful
wincipal. The other day he knew
t was somewhere around eleven
,'clock without even looking at his
vetch. Could this be a new alge-
iraic formula? No, Mr. Snider
igured it this way: It had to be af-
er 10:00 because he had coffee on
,is tie from the ten o'clock coffee-
reak, but before twelve o'clock
ince his stomach was growling
bout every ten minutes.
Our best wishes to everyone for a Joyful Holiday
brimming with good fellowship and glowing with gladness.
And "Thank You," for your loyalty and trust.,
Famous Last Words 
THE MANAGEMENT AND, EMPLOYEES OF THE
(From The FHS Kennel)
HENRY I. SIEGELMr. Snider—Listen! Students!Mrs. Bennett—Stu-dents!Mr. Bushart—'Get-Out-a-sheet-of-'aper!"Mrs. DeMyer — "Now Girls"Coach McCann — "Side Stratellop"-1-2-3-4-1-2-3-4-!Mrs. Cardwell—"All right boys
nd girls that's enough"!!
Student body before a pop test—s
But we haven't studied"!!
Rita Cash — "I don't under- 
•
tand" . . .
Joe Hoodenpyle — "Not yet" ...
Jimmy Treas — "R-E-A-C-l"N
ut!!
Students in Chemistry lab-1 COMPANYMrs. Steele — "Joe Hooden-a
Mrs. Robertson — "Ready??*
Type . . . 
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THE PARSON SPEAKS— Savior could have used his room.(Continued From P•ge ThrerN Glance at this name if you will, a
stable and the manger world famous business man from
0, look, here is the name of a Rome. He is the most vital char-
noted governor. He had just ar- acter of all, his trademarks are
rived from a distant province, Yes, known to the uttermost parts of the
he was a Bethlehem boy who made world. To him it is a great sacri-
good. -His young manhood had been fice and a waste of time to return
devoted to a polictical life in the to a little sleepy town like Bethle-
great centers of the world. He was hem. But it is the law, and hewelcomed with acclaim and given must do it. He, too, gets a place
the chief rooms. But angels from that could have prevented the Say. 
thebattlements of heaven, ready to cur from being born in a manger.
descend to the Judean hills, looked He represents the great section ofin Wonder, for this political figure the business world of today that re-
was not to blame. He was uncon- gards religion as impractical and
scious of the majesty of the One in believes only in things that are ma-the manger. terial. I venture to say that the
Today's political program is like'great economic depressions we have
this man. It is not wrong in itself. witnessed would net have been had
There is a great need for righteous not the business man taken the
men in political life, but the Lord place of Christ. There is no doubt
Jesus is being crowded out. Within that it was, and is, a spiritual prob-
recent years we have heard both lem. There is need of recognition of
the Republican and Democratic Christ in business all over the world
from the smallest to the largest.
And no new proposed panacea for
our ills will succeed, call it by any
name you will, which does not
recognize the Christ and the teach-
ings of the scripture.
Thirty years later the Bethlehem
babe, speaking with quiet authority
on a Judean hillside, said to the
world of business, "Seek ye first
the Kingdom of God and his right-
eousness, and all these things shall
be added unto you."
Should he be admitted into the
sphere of politics, education, society
and commerce, after nineteen cen-
turies of waiting, his teaching would
effect revolutionary changes and
perhaps help to dim the tragedy of
the story on the register of the
Bethlehem inn.
candidates for President repeatedlaz
address thirty million people over
TV and radio: yet we have heard
neither offer Christ his place nor
even speak his name. He is not
recognized. Our modern systems
are in danger of being regarded
with scorn and suspicion.
And look at this next name, a
noted educator. A good man, mem-
ber of the Sanhedrin. A prominent
professor in the University at
Jerusalem. Yet he must register at
Bethlehem. When he arrived at the
inn he was given the next best
room. He represents the wisdom of
the world, but the room he occu-
pied really belonged to the Lord
and his family.
One of the most insidious dangers
throughout history has been the
crowding out of Jesus Christ from
our educational systems. It is a well
known fart that a large portion of
those who enter our universities
with Christian beliefs lose them be-
fore graduation. The Bible is not
read in our schools today, while
emphasizing the much good it con-
tains, the best text book is left out.
Paul writes to the Corinthians. "For
after that in the wisdom of God the
world by wisdom knew not God, it
pleased God by the foolishness of
preaching to save them that be-
lieved." The highest science and
knowledge is met in the person of
the Son of God, of whom it was
said." His name shalt be called
wonderful."
0, yes, here is the name of a
great social leader. lie is a man of
great wealth. Ile has lived in the
greatest cities of the world. even
now he has been called back from
Athe(is to the city of his birth that
he might be enrolled and pay his
taxes. Ile also occupied a complete
suite with his friends. Yet his only
claim 'to immortality, as we study
history, is the record of his 'name
here. His great wealth and social
prominence were not sufficient to
give his name to history. Yes, the
1). Prompt, courteous ambu-
lance service with 2 staff mem-
bers on duty at all times.
2). Credit on Tennessee Burial
policies.
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McG“ C•rpetIng
—Upholstering, Modern
Antique
—Viking Khin Z.rp.sting
—Jim Marlin Paints
On that flrst Christmas, a special Star
shone bright over the Mother and Child.
May the Christmas star of peace, joy and
happiness shine bright over you and yours
for Christmas and all through the year.
This Feature Is Published With The Hope Dat More People Will Go To Church.
It Is Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
Hickman, Ky. Union City, Tenn.
SOL" Fulton, Tenn.
Parkway Manor Nursing Home
SW Kentucky's newest and most modern
Nursing home. For reservation cisH 472-3386
or write 309 North Parkway, Fulton.
FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM
Fulton, Kentucky
418 Lake Street 472-1362
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co. Inc.
Kentucky Ave , Fulton Phone 472-1471
Henry I. Siegel Company, Inc.
Fulton and South Fulton
Compliments of
Fulton Wholesale Florists
Cut flowers Green florist supplies
EVANS DRUG COMPANY
"The Resell Store"
Lake Street Dial 472-2421
Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
Antiques Souvenirs Excellent Food
Private dining far 250
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Bright
and happy
wishes are
coming your way.
May your
hearts be happy
and your Christmas
merry.
GARDNER'S STUDIO
—Commercial Avenue-
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Christmas Wishes
\ Holiday time is a house filled with gladness,c>
the happy lilt of welcoming
'- voices. May this be yours on Christmas.
Stanley Jones Mechanical
Contractor Inc.
Morris St. — Phone 479-2311
SOUTH FULTON, TENN.
Harken Claus,
It is that time of year again and
there are many things needed at
FHS. In fact we need so many
things we sent this letter a month
early so that you could fulfill our
requests. Despite the propaganda
put out by the Great Pumpkin, we
here at FHS remind you that it is
you and only you that has our
hearts and also our presents. Here
is our list. Please try to fill the re-
quests.
Thank you,
Student Body
P. S. Instead of Jack-O-Lanterns
for Halloween we had Sant-O-Lan-
terns and also smashed all the
pumpkins in the area.
LIST
For study hall we would like
a tangerine orange carpet with a
blue bulldog in the center.
For Mrs. Bennett's English
Classes we need reclining seats.
For chemistry we need a
television instead of a teacher.
A faster way to the Cafeteria.
An antique. dealer to buy
FHS.
No censorship in our library.
A new sled for the football
team (oiled).
A waitress in the cafeteria.
Report cards to be lost in
the files and never found.
A new plaster job in the
study hall ceiling.
Help.
A year's supply of themes
for 6th hour study hall.
Please send Mr. Brown a
sign that says, "It is true that
blonds have more fun!"
Please send Coach McCann
a set of alumnium weights.
Please send Jimmy King
and Mr. Robertson the book, A
Hundred Best Lies About Hunting.
Please send Mr. Milner a
new set of frogs as the old ones are
"rank."
Please send Mrs. Gathers an
automatic eraser pitching machine.
The original blue prints of
FHS.
For the study hall desks we
need a stereo tape console placed
in each one.
A Merry Christmas!
Parts For All Electric
Shavers Al:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
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BALDRIDGE'S
5- 10 -25c STORE
Dear Santa,
We feel that the students of Ful-
ton High have been very coopera-
tive with the rules and responsi-
bilities that have been enforced on
us. Now that you understand, we
want to tell you that we have been
discriminated against by our selfish
faculty. When you come to see our
schools Christmas Eve you will see
their plush carpet and luxuries.
Santa, we want just a few little con-
veniences that the teachers have.
First of all we would like a psy-
chodelic print carpet which is a
foot thick. Then we would like pad-
ded seats, -and some new modern
pictures. If you could arrange it,
we would like to have a refresh-
ment bar and have a break m the
morning for an hour. Oh, incident-
ally we would also like to have a
couple of escalators. Those steps
get to be murder by sixth period.
This would be a benefit to both
teachers and students, especially
for Mrs. Cardwell. Santa, would
you please bring Mr. Snider a pad-
ded paddle board for the Senior
boys? Now since we have been so
good we would like to have MOST
OF ALL a few copies of our se-
mester tests.
WARNING: Please don't land
over the study hall ceiling or you
may be dropping in to see us soon-
er than you think.
Thank you ever so much.
All our love,
5 deprived creative writing students
Dear Santa,
How are you doing this year? I
am just fine. It has been a long
time since you came to see me last.
I have been writing you four years
now and I want you to bring me
everything you have not brought me
in the past. I would like you to
bring our new Principal, Mr. Snid-
er, a cowboy belt to remind us of
Mr. Martin. Now getting back to
me I would like to have a new car,
electric train, dump truck, two
live dolls, new seats in study hall,
some new girls in Fulton High and
please bring Teddy a new girl
friend.
Your friend,
Red Bird
Dear Santa,
We are three very unselfish, little
boys, who would like to see our
teachers happy on Christmas. We
hope that you will grant the follow-
ing modest requests.
Please bring Mrs. Robertson
some fresh plaster so her light fix-
tures will hold to the ceiling and to
Mr. Robertson please bring a new
radar device that will detect the
smallest whisper in first hour study
hall. Santa, please find some well
qualified C. I. A. men who will
roam the halls for Mrs. Bennett
during third and fifth hour English
classes.
Mr. Milner would like one of your
latest models of computers to cal-
culate the number of insects cap-
tured each fall by the biology class.
Please bring Mrs. Johnson a new
French class with the ability to pro-
nounce, and Mrs. Steele needs a
processing machine which will save
her from processing so many books
each year.
Mr. Brown's last coat of summer
blonde is wearing off and he would
like a new box.
As for Mrs. Gathers, please bring
her a pair of orange fish net hose
to go with her thoroughly mod
dress. Coach McCann wishes for
Mrs. DeMyer to come back and
take over second hour study hall,
as he has a hard time controlling
the sophomore girls.
Mr. Bushart has had his eye on
a big red fire truck that runs on
batteries. Please don't disappoint
him, Santa.
Mrs. Cardwell is having a prob-
lem With a sore throat, and would
like a megaphone, so that she will
be able to make the students in the
back of the room hear her.
Mrs. DeMyer is in need of a new
full length mirror of her own be-
cause the sophomore girls have tak-
en over the one in Home Ec. room.
As for the students of FHS,
Complete Roof
Planned Protection
See us for - • -
Your Insurance Needs
Rice Agency
Fulton 472-1341
please bring them some outdoor-
indoor carpet for the halls, that will
match the carpet in the teachers'
lounge. The students would also
like piped-in music, because it is
unfair that the office has this lux-
ury and the classrooms do not.
Please bring Mr. Snider a new
book of prose and an intercom
system so that his quotes will be
more effective.
Thank you, Santa,
T. D., D. J., and S. F.
Dear Santa,
Well how is the little round man
in the little red coat doing this
year? As usual, we have been our
typical mischievious selves and are
really entitled to nothing more than
an educated swat across our pos-
teriors. Please do not feel that we
are being too self-centered in ask-
ing for these Christmas gifts, but
let us assure you that they are for
the improvement of things both liv-
ing and non-living in Fulton High
School.
First of all, we'd like a totally
rebuilt building in which to attend
classes. Our reason for this is that
it gets rather monotonous having
plaster fall on your head everytime
you sit down. Next, we'd like for
you to bring a cowboy belt for Mr.
Snider because our school seems to
be lacking without our beloved
principal standing around with a
Gene Autry original holding his
Levis up.
And now for the students of FHS
please bring Ed "Fireplug" Wil-
liamson a can of Martin Senour
Genuine Florescent Red Paint be-
cause since his color is fading, the
dogs have trouble finding him in
the dark. Jimmy King needs a new
duck call because Mrs. Cardwell
confiscated his other one. David
Nimbus waists • year's supply of
,iaper ro iurir j inch t.r 3 inches
and a 19/20 size pencil with an
ultra-microscopic point so he can
write easier in a small space with
less effort.
Last, just bring the seniors a
piece of paper rolled and tied with
a ribbon so that we may exit this
place.
See you later,
Mike
Jimmy
Steve
FAST RELIEFI Ierrifying Spasms of Bron-
chial Asthma relieved quickly lu.sually
within 1 minute) with NEPHRON
Eno the most stubborn cases rez2ond.
Regardless of what you have —tried 01
how hopeless your case. NEPHRO:i coult
answer your need with vratin-, results
See you. Druggist for t-7,1".0.*.
AT CITY DRUG CO.
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On this day of celebration we
Join in happy chorus to wish
you and yours "Merry Christmas!"
esiiinnnietimtionitorricoemincomannikiiimetioximotemeimersimanraiiiiimionms
(hristmas etessings
May this holy season of Christmas,
with it's message of love and peace,
c.,..,ii)uur lives with man)
GREEN'S GARAGE
118 Broadway — South Fulton, Tenn.
Phone — 479-19961
Radiantly, a star shines across the years ... recalling
the joy of the first Christmas, and gleaming still
in hope and happiness for all. Let us rejoice, as we
cherish the manifold blessings of this holy season.
HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
Carolyn and James Needham Charles Jobe
Ralph Smith
-..suracAcgitog
Mfg AC AC A
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...i.salifinagastiagicicusgtil'cunt.tzuur:KngitAieusigurAge.curgAcsiimical All students are asked to place Fulton News, Thursday, December 21, 19674 canned food under this tree. The 
>14 e food collected ish given to the Jay-segmeinveslammursaamorsromnr:NYror.mmtaesxisfsmwtonamileve
4
4 _cees for distribution among thee 
needy. V
4 Christmas time is the special sea-0,,,,
a LJMson when all people think of those*4
4 less fortunate than themselves. By:only bringing food for the tree, stu-it • dents here can make another per-4
a son's Christmas as happy as thei .,„V4 rg
4 own.
e The FHA Christmas meeting Del
...• 4 cember 20 will be mainly a time ford--..._....•----
0 refreshments and gaiety. Mrs.t
4 Henry Underwood is invited to en-a
4 tertain with lovely piano selectionsd
4 of Christmas music. 4
4 All chapter- mothers are inviteda
if including Mrs. L. M. McBride, pasta
4 chapter mother. The whole chaptere
4
4 
will be led in singing and reerea-4
Fortunately, the students absent from this picture did survive the tion. 4 Mac and Faye Flower Shop44Carborundum tour. The first group of students pose here before heeding Punch and cookies will be servedO Collinwood, South Fulton/back to school. to all. 44
i swayoutriminamcmtscairdsgiattrieweiteasmoicsamaxotamsicsisimenctutimr.cusuAcuove: faC toi Al AC AM nt Ming
1 Physics And Chemistry Students
w 4
— "Your News Salesman" — 
: Take Field Trip To Carborunduml
UMIKilitot se Ac s.: ir.c sc 5g uun'cncr,cusicacs.csw usw ev am aceicruptiouMIMI 
,
(From The FHS Kennel)
V
are baked for 17 days in hugeg
it 
ovens. Perfectly round sand from
1 The chemistry and physics shi- Ottawa, Canada, and sawdust are...dents toured the Carborundum used to pack the electrodes. This ,
g 
-12913
!Plant at Hickman, Kentucky, on takes care of the expansion due to 
4
!D 
hart, Mr. Milner, Mrs. J. A. Poe, to 3000 degrees Centigrade areg 
ecember 5. Mr. Snider, Mr. Bus- solidification as temperatures upg
:Mrs. Fred Homra, Mrs. Bobby reached, and keeps the oven from
.Caldwell, Mrs. Bill McCarthy and exploding. Each oven is torn down
!Mrs. G. F. Bushart drove the stu- after two weeks of cooling and the . . *
%dents, leaving FHS at 12:30 P. M. electrodes are removed while they '..:. +, 
Upon arrival a short talk was
are "cherry red" with heat. ig'
, • .%*
given by Mrs. Bob Powell, the plant The entire plant maintains all its
',..!•LO manager. He explained that at this own machinery in a special build- 05
gspecific plant electrodes and anodes ing. The whole plant is a complex of
Vof crystalline graphite are made. six buildings including mixing, bak-
,..V These electrodes, he further ex- ing, maintenance, general office,a
g plained, are used in the steel in- final products and graphalloying. 0
: dustry. The 
electroh
ichdes can stand in- V
The students all appreciated thetense heat with w scrap metal
g is melted down and made into opportunity to go to the plant and:
the cooperation of the parents. . 
•
:steel. Another Carborundum plant
Everyone enjoyed the trip while
•
d
' 
m near Niagara, New York, makes
t t seat covers for Cadillacs which can hey learned something of the pro-0
Lbe heated. perties of carbon and graphite. V I 
0 The group of about 50 students
e was divided into two sections. The Tree Decorated By il
4 guide of the tour was Mr. Dickie 4
eGossum, a former FHS teacher. Af- FHA For Holiday
!ter being warned not to touch any-
ctit sing the praises of this happy !thing, the members of the group (From The FHS Kennel) IS
Ill were instructed to wear miners Christmas spirit is brought forth!
Season. A Joy fill ChristinaS to all! !helmets and special goggles. every year at FHS when the annual!
i Mr. Danny Shelton, a s'f'udent Xmas tree is placed in the study" EVANS DRUG STORE
a teacher at FHS last year, explained hall. The FHA Chapter sponsors:
this free, giving the Sophomorem "THE REX.ALL STORE"a how all the materials at the plant
— Seldon & Joe Reed — dare checked to a high degree of ac- 
home economics students the plea-i
ttif drV e o ecorat ng i. :uracy. The electrodes of carbon su W
,,,s ,,,,s ,,,,o,„
tt
4
4
4
it
4
V
V
V
e
V
it
if
V
4 Doorways wear garlands of
4 ,
4 welcome... candles beckon
4 with a hearty glow.
4 I4 The season of good cheer
4
4 arrives, in all its friendly
0 warmth. May the
0
0 joys of Christmas be yours!
Time for us
to speed very
warm wishes for
the Yuletide Holiday
to you. May your day be
bright with joy and merriment
shared with your loved ones. We
hope you have a wonderful Christmas!
EDMOND KHOURIE
NX/c raise our voices with the carolers
Reed Bros. Feed & Seed Co.
1CKMAN
I.ECTRODE
ANT
11 year long, we're grateful for our fine friends
and customers. At Christmas, we're especially happy
to express our greetings, thanks and good wishes. ,
Soon after the first of the year we will be moving into our
beautiful new bank building. .. a completely modern banking facility
that will offer you drive-in windows and greatly expanded general
services. Watch for our opening announcements; enjoy our new
"home" with us!
— 
OFFICERS and EMPLOYEE'S OF —
FULTON BANK
FULTON, KY.
CHRISTififiS
Laughter
of children,
greetings of
friends, make a
Merry Christmas!
Bat wishes.
Merriest wishes and happiest
thoughts, for all our friends
at this holiday season. And bountiful
thanks, to you, and you, and you.
Lake Street Fulton, Ky.
AIRLENE GAS COMPANY
OF FULTON
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DUKEDOM NEWS
Mrs. Hillman Westbrook
The Dukedom Methodist Church
was the place for the double dn.:
ceremony which united Linda Susan
Davidson and Robert Harold Simp-
son on December 10th at four
o'clock in the afternoon. The church
was beautifully decorated with
greenery, candles and baskets of
white gladioli. Mr. A. A. McGuire,
magistrate, performed the rites.
Maid of honor was Sandra Gae
Marr and best man was Harry Aus-
tin. Kevin Davidson, brother of the
bride, served as usher and Laura
Ann Davidson, sister of the bride,
was flower girl. A cousin of the
groom, Greg Copeland, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ronald Copeland of Mar-
tin, was the ring Nearer. Nancy
Bowlin of Dresden, accompanied by
Mrs. Travis Dacus at the piano,
sang. The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Bennett Davidson of
Dukedom and is a senior at Dres-
den High School. The groom is a
nephew of Mr. and Mrs. Cloys
Puckett of Palmersville and is em-
nloyed at the Milan Arsenal. Pres-
?Italy they 'are living with Mr. and
Mrs. Benriett Davidson.
Donald Hastings is in Hillview
Hospital at Fulton for tests and
treatment.
Good Springs CPW met at the
home of Mrs. Hillman Westbrook
'or the December meeting, with
nght members present. Mrs.
Thomas Bruce, president, conduct-
!d the business session and the
Presbyterial apportionment for
1968 was accepted by the group.
Plans for an all-day officers' train-
ing meeting will be held on January
n at the home of Mrs. Lewis Cole.
•'Gift for the King" proceeds will be
ised this year to further the re-
nuilding of the church. Mrs. T. L.
kinsley presented the program
.'rom the topic "What We Mean
When We Say, I Believe In The
Incarnation." She was assisted by
Mrs. Bruce, Mrs. Westbrook and
Mrs. Winnie Cunningham. Mrs.
rerry Bethel and Mrs. Ray Bruce
gave a dialogue on "Why It's
Wrong To Lock Up Jesus On De-
cember 25," which was enjoyed
..ery much.
Ricky Bailey, who has been sta-
ioned at Great Lakes Naval Base,
will spend the holidays with family,
Mr. and Mrs. Garrett Bailey, in
Jetroit and on from there to Chel-
iea, Mass.
Sympathy is extended to the fam-
ily of Carl Damron, who passed
•
These six versatile athletes have proven themselves worthy of mem-
bership in the Bulldog Club. From left to right are Eddie Williamson,
David Dunn, Jimmy Trees, Max Omar, David Forrest and Dennis
Loha us.
1967 -'68 Bulldog Club Is Announced
In Assembly Program By McCann
The 1967-68 Bulldog Club has been
announced by Coach McCann. In
order to be in the Bulldog Club one
must earn t hree letters in one
major sport or two letters in two
major sports. The new members
announced are David Dunn, David
Forrest, Dennis Lohaus, Max
Omar, Jimmy Treas and Eddie G.
Williamson. Returning to the Bull-
dog Club as the only old member is
Avery Hancock.
Those receiving football letters
for the 1967 season are Seniors:
Jimmy Treas, Eddie WillianiSon,
David Dunn, David Forrest, Max
Omar, Steve Mann, Ray Martin,
and Perry Kerney. Juniors: Bill
Smith, William Pickard, David
Peeples, David Winston, David
Jones, Eddie N. Williamson, Dennis
Lohaus, Terry Harris. Sam Pirtle,
Bob Mann, Stanley Scates, Jim
Williams, Terry Dallas. and Dick
Jones. Sophomores: Allen Kimbell,
Kim Homra, Teddy Adams, and
Gary McIntosh. Freshman: Steve
Erickson, Managers: Fred Shelton,
Toby Harrison, and ANery Hancock.
Eddie G. Williamson w as elected
the 1967 football captain.
— NOTEBOOK —
(Continued From Page One)
Eakin never, ever fail in the devotion to their as-
signments.
Besides making it possible for us to put out a
prize-winning newspaper, we consider these won-
derful people our close personal friends first; in-
exorably such an association will bring about in-
comparably pleasant working conditions.
At this season of the year we say "thanks" to
them in more ways than we can ever express. Joe
Weaks and Gordon Baird have been our associates
almost since we came to Fulton. T. C. Taylor we
have known almost as long, but whose tenure here is
just a little shorter than the other two.
Its a mighty good arrangement we have as we
embark on our twenty-first year of publishing in
is eased by friends' help. Fulton.
mounsomsworowwoonw.tnnnmulummwoursw:lurs,v.mmunt,roisnwrocluversesi%inmf46.gr4,'•41‘fi
WITH EVERY GOOD WISH
FOR YOUR HAPPINESS
THIS HOLIDAY SEAS OM
Christmas Lives
In Bethlehem, Ky.
In Live Tableaux
Residents of Bethlehem. Ky.
have a very special way of cele-
brating the anniversary of the birth
of Christ. It's their "Living Na-
tivity" tableau of the first Christ-
mas and this is its seventh straight
year.
Everything about the presentation
is living except a doll which is used
for the infant in the manger. The
scene of Mary and Joseph tending
their wondrous babe includes the
adoring Magi, shepherds and
angels, backed with farm animals
keeping a quiet watch. The cast of
the presentation is clothed in flow-
ing costumes of early Biblical
times. The scene is further en-
hanced by soft music and lights. On
Christmas Eve and Christmas
Night, young people of the com-
munity gather at the site to sing
carols and hymns.
The production is an outgrowth of
the village churches' search in 1960
for a community Christmas project.
Each year the men of the three
congregations build the stable for
the scene on a vacant lot near the
post office. Animals used are loan-
ed by locz..1 farmers.
Mrs. Lee Peyton has been post-
mistress at Bethlehem for 31 years.
She does a brisk business each
Christmas forwarding mail for peo-
ple from every state and from sev-
eral foreign countries. In addition
to the Bethlehem cancellation
stamp she imprints each envelope
with a stamp showing the Magi
following the Star. She'll forward
more than 60,000 items this year.
Visitors from all over flock to
view the tableau which begins at
6:30 each night, from December 22
through Christmas Night. There is
no admission charge for this is the
small town's gift to its visitors.
Bethlehem is on Ky-22, about 45
miles from Louisville and about 80
miles from Cincinnati.
away last week. He was well-known
among the singers in Weakley
County.
Good Springs expresses thanks to
the Dukedom Methodist Church for
the use of their building each Sun-
day afternoon from Ito 3 for church
school and worship service. Trouble
JONES AUTO PARTS, INC.
'4 41
/,e• 4 •" 4.
rectittg
NORMAN BENNETT, DISTRIBUTOR
COMING AND GOING!
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Noble, of
Coral Gables, Fla.. will arrive in
Fulton today (Thursday) to visit
with her parent,. Mr and Mrs. Gor-
- Jon Baird. Later in the week the
Rairds and the Nobles will motor to
Nashville, where they will visit with
!Mr. and Mrs. John D. Donahey.
Mrs. Donahey is a granddaughter
SA' the Bairds.
IR
B MEMBERSHIP CHAIRMAN
Carol Dunn, 403 Eddings Street,
hcahsbremeann 
of 
installed as D meelt,ma-ai
N a social sorority at Murray State
it IT niversity.
Happy Birthday 
KIPS Liquor Store
—CONVENIENT
LOCATION
—
OUTSIDE SERVICE 
ic S
PLEN TY OF
FREE PARKING
LIQUtie 
PHONE 472-2831 MAYFIELD HIGHWAY FULTON, KY.
K. P. DALTON, SR. K. P. DALTON, JR.
YOU ARE ALWAYS
WELCOME!
LIQUOR, GIN,
RUM, WINE
COLD BEER
By The Bottle
Or
By The Case
• AUSTIN SPRINGS 
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By MC Carey refolds
Bobby Rickman, a junior at U. T.
Knoxville, arrived home Wednesday
night to spend the Christmas holi-
days with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Rickman, and grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Grover True.
Rev. Russell Rogers filled his
regular appointment at New Salem
Baptist Church the past Sunday at
11 a. m. and at the evening service,
preceding the B. T. U. meeting.
Grant Bynum shows no sign of
improvement over the past several
days and is not resting so well at
this writing.
Buton Lassiter v sted his sister,
Mrs. Roy Hammett, and Mr. Ham-
mett the past Sunday afternoon on
the Paris-Hollow Rock road.
Farmers are very busy classing
and stripping their dark-fired to-
bacco during the warm, rainy sea-
son and hope to have it ready for
market as soon as the sales begin.
Miss Gloria Bynum and Mr.
Larry Hawks pledged their marri-
age vows at New Salem Baptist
Church at three o'clock in the af-
ternoon on Saturday,. December
sixteenth.
The ctiurch was beautifully deco-
rated with arrangements of white
chrysanthemums, holly and a can-
delabra holding tall candles. The
decorating was done by Mrs. C. E.
Simmons of Jackson, Tenn., a
cousin of the bride.
A program of nuptial music was
presented by Mrs. T. G. Davis,
pianist, who also used the tradi-
tional wedding marches.
Rev. Ben I3owlin officiated at the
double ring ceremony, in the pres-
ence of many relatives and friends.
Hal Bynum, brother of the bride,
and Mark Gardner of Mayfield
lighted the candles.
The bride was lovely in a white
floor-length formal wedding gown.
hatnLniatla by bit C011103, Mrs.-C
Sintmoi Ind 'Jet' aunt, Miss
Margarett Bynum.
Miss Julia Hawks, sister of the
groom, was maid of honor and
bridesmaids were Miss Sammie
Jane Bynum and Miss Elizabeth
Bynum, cousins of the bride. All
of them wore gowns of red velvet.
Gary Hawks, brother of the
groom. served as best man.
Groomsmen were ‘'elva Hawks,
Jr., cousin of the groom and Danny
Gardner of Mayfield and Seldon
Cashon, cousin of the groom, was
usher.
Hal Bynum, brother of the bride,
was ring bearer and Melanie Laws
served as flower girl.
Immediately following the cere-
mony, a reception was held in the
home of the parents of the bride,
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Bynum, which
was decorated in Christmas colors.
The bride's table was covered with
a red satin cloth, overlaid with
white lace. The central appoint-
ment was an arrangement of poin-
settias and holly and a three-tiered
wedding cake.
After the reception the couple
left for a short wedding trip, after
which they will be at home to their
friends. Mr. Hawks will resume his
studies at U. T., Martin, majoring
in agriculture, and Mrs. Hawks will
return to work in Martin.
To the staff at the Fulton County
News, all readers and friends a
Merry Christmas and a Happy and
Prosperous New Year.
Subscribe To The News
December 22: Mary Ann Crutch-
field, Mrs. Oden Fowler, Paul Nan-
ney, Charles Walker; December 23: WE RENT - - -
George Brock, Brent Burrow, Mrs.
George Holman; December 24: W.
D. Tegethoff; December 25: Col.
_ R. B. Benedict, Julie Gilbert, Mrs.
— GULF OIL PRODUCTS — Farrah Graddy, Leslie Noel Jones,
Freida Taylor, Terry Taylor, John. 
Phone— 472-3191 —Fulton, Ky.
December 26: Mrs. Harold New-
10X4X171070 7W=MIWAS7WYWIWNIXII7W7WRSIOWSinaltaIWYWWW1W7tA/SSItaltila .1,AgegMe.cf+CtUnCUllUning AMMON ton, Mrs. Elsie Provow; December
ny Boone Taylor; 
videe 17: Priscilla Winston; December WADE FUJIN. CO.28: Kimberly Michelle Argo, Peggy
Crews, Mrs. Elizabeth Joyner,
Vary Parker, Robbie Rudolph.
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0EAVEN HILL
4
ALL-AMERIaeN BOURBON
from Kentucky
ft The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to the
*ollowing friends:
Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum cleaners
Floor polishers
Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky.
10.
0
0
4
it
HEAVEN HILL, "made from a
time-honored formula since
1788," is truly an ALL-AMERI-
CAN BOURBON. Due to unparal-
leled uniformity, Gentle taste,
smooth flavor, distinctive aroma,
Kentucky craftsmanship, fine
quality and moderate price, we
say:
$1,000,000 CANT BUY A
UTTER BOTTLE OF BOURBON
044amilin Hill
I
Distilleries, Inc.
1 1967
I 7 I
6 YEARS
OLD
90 PROOF
(GREEN
LABEL)
e 
latrIthl
IIIMAIIILL
14,110Mseb'"
WAN, :cri
7
DisUlled AM Bottiod By Megrim Hill Distillories Inc Bardstown Noises Coady. 'Weimar
Greenfield Monument Works
ti
In Operation 66 Years
• Large Display •
' Well Lighted At Night •
' Open Sunday Afternoons •
W. D. Powers
Fulton J. B. MANESS & SONS 
Greenfield
Phone 472-1 Phone 235-2293M1 Greenfield, Tenn,
Need Money for Operating Expenses?
14
•
GET IT
from your PCAI
Use a PCA loan to buy feed, seed, fertilizer,. to meet oth-
er operating and family expenses. PCA loans offer advan-
tages that come from 30 years of experience:
Low leterest Cost...rates are low and you pay only on
the amount used, for the time it's used.
 lest Terms...repayment is scheduled when you
sell crops or livestock and have the money.
Personal Service ...PCA is owned by the people who we
it...your loan makes you a member-owner.
There are other benefits--rerrsons why more than a hall-
million people look to PCA for money to meet expenses.
490
C oxiuctionedd ssocialson
JOHN P. WILSON
Field Off, Mgr,
Hickman, Ky,
Phone 236-2506
PCA LOANS
JACKSON PURCHASE
Production Credit
Association
WARREN BARD
Fi•id Off, Mgr,
Clinton, Ky,
Phone 653-5161
TIIE POTTER'S FIRST CHRISTMAS
IN BETHLEHEM
By Harriet Frye
The winter has come, and the winds;
The trees are as bare a.s the thorn.
And over the way, in a manger,
We are told that a child has been born.'
He lies among cattle and oxen,
And shepherds have brought him their lambs.
Perhaps I shall make him a bright new pot
illl painted with donkeys and rams.
The dawn of a morning in winter
Is filled with a mother's- light laughter.
Our children will call this day Christmas,
And so men will call it thereafter.
We stand, while our minds are on winter,
Looking out on a pink-and-red morn.
And over the way, in a manger,
We are told that a child has been born.
May your Christmas
be filled with much love and laughter.
and
all your friends at Southern Bell
Southern Bell
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Let there be joy
and laughter with friends,
SAM
SIM aro ram
plus our sincerest Merry Christmas greetings.'
neighbors and family . .
sussuskoRusualliasnaasummanaosalleusuoa
Jul up the street
OR top of the hill
r1 0 .
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AND OUR SHOP
Not only a gift but a bazaar of the un-
usual for Christmas gift giving as well
as striking accessories for the home. We gift
wrap in bright red paper and tie them in
Christmas ribbon. We will lay them away or
charge. Come by and see us. Everyday is
open house at our shop. Open 7: am -9: pm
nvtler
SIFT, ANTIQUE II MOMS PUNNISMIN NOPPao"' e1F8-3141 SOUTIII FULTON, TWIN.
Assaismossmormsiii
Our Discount Prices
Save You Big Mone
NOT A SALE!
Just. Every - Day Low Prices!
NO TRADE-INS NECESSARY
Plate glass mirrors $6.95 to $16.95
Large selection kitchen cabinets, utility
cabinets $12.95 up
Cedar chest $39.95
, RCA stereo "Christmas Specials"
Large selection pictures $1 to $10.95
5-Piece Dinette sets $37.50 up
Large selection maple tables and chairs
Pole lamps, tree lamps, table lamps $3.95 up
Braided rugs, 4 different sizes $6.95 up
9 x 12 Linoleum rugs $3.99
3-Piece bedroom suite $97.50
Whirlpool Appliances
WHY PAY MORE WHEN YOU CAN BUY THE BEST FOR LESS.
NO MONEY DOWN; UP TOM MONTHS TO PAY;
90O.SYS SAME AS CASH.
GAS Discount Furniture
4th and Ky. Ayes. Fulton, Ky.
AR BOYS479-2271
1942 OLDSMOBILE Dynamic St 4-door sedan; radio, heater;
automatic, power steering and brakes; whitewalls
1947 CHEVROLET Beleir 4-door sedan; radio, heater, automatic,
whitewalls; dark blue
1965 CHEVROLET Beloit. 4-door sedan; radio, heater, air, power
steering and brakes, automatic, whitewalls
1964 PONTIAC Catalina 4-door sedan, radio, heater, power steer-
ing and brakes, automatic, whitewalls; light blue
1965 PONTIAC Bonneville 4-door hardtop; loaded; local car;
platinum
1964 PONTIAC Catalina 4-doer hardtop; radio, heater, power
steering and brakes, air, whitewalls
1965 PONTIAC Star Chief 4-door hardtop, loaded; two-tone aqua
and white
1963 PONTIAC Catalina 4-door hardtop; radio, heater, automatic,
whitewalls; white
1964 PONTIAC Catalina wagon, 6-passenger, loaded. One owner;
light blue
1963 OLDSMOBILE Dynamic 84 4-door hardtop; radio, heater,
power steering and brakes, automatic. Maroon and white
1963 FORD Galexie 500 4-doer sedan, completely equipped; nice
car
1945 CHEVROLET Behar 4-door sedan 6-cylinder; radio, heater,
automatic two-tone
ALWAYS
WFUL WITH YOU
RA 10 THE NE
FULTON. KENTUCKY
•••=.41111••••••••16
MOTOR COMPANY, INC.
KING SIZE DEALS
101 WEST STATE LINE • S FULTON, TENN
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 21, 1967 Of interest to Homemakers
Synisonia 69,
Wingo 45
WINGO, Ky. - Symsonia
vaulted to a 69-45 victory over
the Wingo Indians here with four
Rough Riders scoring In the
double figures.
Steve Woodson, Truman Bell
and Roger Emery shared scor-
ing honors for the winning
Rough Riders with 16 points
each. Danny Hicks was Just a
shade behind with 15 markers.
The sharp-shooting Rough Rid-.
era blasted Wingo's zone defense
in the first half, forcing the host
Indians to switch to a man-to-
man during the final two
Periods.
Bill Ingrum was Wingo's top
scorer with 12 points. Ronnie
Wiggins, a sophomore, scored 9
arid pulled down 19 rebounds for
the Tribe.
The victory boosted Sym-
'cilia's mark for the season to
5-8, and left the Indians with a
1-8 -record.
Symsonla 
 15 35 50 09
WillSO . .. 12 18 31 45
SYMSONIA - Whittemore 0.
Woodson IS. Bell le. Hicks 15. Linen,
WING() (46) - Wiggins 9, Fisher 4.
J. Wilson 2, Leitrim 11. R. Wilson IL
tPlielland I. Nall 2, McAlpin 2.
63 FORD Galaxie 500 with air
and power
63 FORD 6-cyl., automatic
63 CHEVROLET Impala 4-door
hardtop, automatic, local
car
63 CHEVROLET Belair, 4-d•ori
automatic
63 PONTIAC Star Chief with
air and, power; low mileage
61 OLDSMOBILE F-85 station
wagon; automatic; clean
61 PONTIAC 2-dr. hardtop, real
sharp
61 CHEVROLET Impala 4-door
61 MERCURY Meteor, air,
power, local car; sharp
60 COMET Station Wagon
60 FALCON
60 PONTIAC 4-door hardtop
60 FORD 4-door sedan
58 FORD wagon, clean, local
car
52 CHEVROLET Pickup Truck
20-25 other cars, trucks
WILSON MOTORS
Dial 472-3362
Noith bypass; Ky. side
FIRST AND SECOND FAMILIES AT INAUGURATION-Just before takingthe oath of their offices, Governor Louie B. Nunn and Lieutenant Governor Wen-dell Ford review the inaugural parade with their families at Frankfort. At leftare the Nunns, Stephen, 15; Jennie Lou, 16; Mrs. Nunn and the Governor. TheFords are the Lieutenant Governor; Mrs. Ford: Shirley, 17. and Steven, 13.
Nunn Retains 8 More
Aides Of Breathitt
By WILLIAM BRADFORD
FRANKFORT, Ky. 
- Gov. Louie B. Nunn announced
Thursday he was retaining eight more of former Gov. Edward
T. Breathitt's cabient officers, at least for a "transition period."
Sworn in while Nunn was holding a news conference were
Librarian Margaret Willis and
commissioners Leslie Dawson,
Economic Security; Dr. Dale
Farabee, Mental Health; Mau-
rice Harmon, Child Welfare;
J. 0. Matlick, Natural Re-
sources; Ambrose Mandt, Mines
and Minerals; Dr. Russell
Teague, Health; and Sture
Westerberg, Corrections.
Also reappointed was Elmore
C. Grim, directo: of reclama-
To Be Minister
Of Church Music
FULTON, Ky. 
-Joe
W. Grant Jr., studcnt at Murray
State University, is serving as
interim minister of music at
First Baptist Church, succeed-
ing Norman White, who resigned
recently.
Grant is 20 years old, the
eldest of four children of Mr.
and Mrs. Joe W. Grant Sr. of
Louisville. A graduate of Butler
High School in Louisville, he is
majoring in voice at Murray
State University, where he is a
junior. He is a member of the
a cappella choi r, director of
"Camp Lights," member of Phi
Mu Alpha, a professional music
fraternity. He is also assisting
with the MSU opera workshop,
which will present "Comedy on
the Bridge," Jan 9 and 10.
He previously served as min-
ister of music at Fairview Bap-
tist Church In Paris, Tenn.
See'Bolifor that Pers
We carry every grade
to the finest made - - -
and in every
price range!
DIAMONDS
PIERCED EAR SCREWS
PENDANTS
RINGS
TIE TACKS
STAR SAPPHIRE
PEARLS
onal Diamond Ring
BILLFOLDS
I D BRAcELET
1847 ROGERS
SILVERWARE
COFFEE SERVICE
SPIEDEL WATCH BANDS
BIRTHSTONES
WATCHES
BULOVA
ELGIN
BELFONTE
JEWEL BOXES
CUFF LINKS
USE OUR LAY-AWAY
$1 HOLDS ANY ITEM
JEWEL BOX & GIFT SHOP
211 Main Street Phone 472-2493
non in the Natural Resources
Department.
James E. Luckett, Breathitt's
revenue commissioner, already
had been reappointed by Nunn.
Although noting that the com-
missioners had agreed to stay
on in order to "have a more
orderly transition," Nunn also
said they "have been very con-
siderate and won't be removed
for the sake of removing."
Nunn said he had pledged his
cooperation to the reappointed
cabinet officers and that he ex-
pected theirs. He added that
they would serve on the same
basis as his other appointees.
Other commissioners may be
reappointed as well, Nunn said,
as soon as he determined their
status.
"I understand some commis-
sioners are not in their offices,
although they should be," he
said.
These persons have not re-
signed, Nunn said, so it was his
understanding they should re-
main at their posts until Dec. 31.
Nunn said the state Reclama-
tion Commission had briefed
him earlier in the day on two
new regulations it recently
adopted and on litigation pend-
ing that is seeking to block their
enforcement.
He said the commission would
continue to operate as it has in
the past until the matter is re-
solved in the courts.
A hearing will be held in
Franklin Circuit Court Friday
on a motion to dissolve a re-
straining order against enforce-
ment of the regulations.
Both regulations were adopted
Monday, the last day of former
Gov. Edward T. Breathitt's ad-
ministration. One of these was
by emergency order, which put
it into effect immediately.
On other matters, some of
them economy-oriented, Nunn
said:
-No out of state travel would
be allowed unless approved in
advance by the finance commis-
sioner.
-Department heads ,..se
been directed to use left-over
stationery from the Breathitt
administration for in-state cor-
respondence. Nunn's name or
those of new commissioners
would be typed In.
-All state motor vehicles, ex-
cept those used for investigative
purposes, would have a state
seal affixed on both sides along
with the department to which it
Let The Dan -Cream
Dish Up Your
Reg. $10.95, 14-Transistor
AM RADIO $6.99
Carrying case, ear phone,
gift box
Ben Franklin
202 I Fulton
HOLIDAY PARTIES
us the season for
111 
-*Barbit•que - Chili - 
5
Burgers - s5 
..V
Fine Sandwiches
Fabulous Deserts
DARI-CitAM
SANDWICH SHOP
Call in service
Where
Your Business
Is Ap • social
Give a Cable TV Hookup for Christmas
WITH EVERY SUBSCRIPTION BETWEEN NOW AND CHRISTMAS YOU WILL RECEIVE AT YOUR HOME A
3 LB. CANNED HAM ABSOLUTELY FREE
- 
Phone 472-3657
Thank You, Billy Gilbert
was assigned.
-Dec. 26 and Jan. 2 would
not be holidays for state em-
ployes. "Other people will be
working then," he said. "I think
state employes, who are paid
by them as taxpayers, should
work as well."
RAILROAD
SALVAGE
4 • Speed
Solid State
RECORD
PLAYERS
$17.95
REG. $24.95
Universal
HAIR
DRYERS
$11.95
Decorator Body
WALL Building
CLOCKS SETS
$6.95 $3.95
12" Elec.
SKILLETS
$12.95
4 Slice
TOASTERS
$13.95
Steam and
Dry Irons
$8.95
FANCY
Spice Racks
2 Drawers
18 Bottles
$9.95
9 x 12 RAYON
Rugs with
Foam Black
$14.95
DEEP
FRYERS
$8.95
18 Lb.
Roasters
$2.50
Western
Kitchen
CLOCKS
$2.98
3 Piece
Luggage
Sets
$14.95
FULL SIZE
Mattress
Toppers
1-in. Thick
$2.50
Stained
Glass
Oil Lamps
87c
REG. $21.95
Uni 1 Elec.
Carving
Knives
$9.95
Save on Fully
Guaranteed
Gruen
Watches
$22.95 up
10 x 50
Binocularr
With Case
$29.95
CHILD'S
Red
Rocker
$1.94
LAZY
SUS.ANS
$1.00
Point By
Number
Sets
$1.50 &
$4.99
BEAN
POTS
With Lid
$1.00
REG. $24.95
Stainless Steel
Automatic
Coffee
Maker
$12.95
REG. $19.95
Stainless Steel
Tableware
$9.95
12 Transistor 14 Transistor
RADIOS - FM
With Case and PORTABLE
Ear Phone RADIOS
$6.99 $24.95
GRANDPA ROCKERS
ROCKERS MAPLE
$7.95 $15.95
Railroad Salvage
Lake St. - Fulton, Ky.
Twin Cities Cable TV
472-1424
ii
ff
WINDS ITSELF'
Wyler
incaflex
DYNAWIND
Winds itself as you wear it, lust
set it and forget it; no fuss,
no bother. Guaranteed water-
proof, if crystal is intact and
genuine parts are used. Guaran-
teed shock resistant - balance
wheel and mainspring replaced
free if ever broken. Tells date
automatically. The modern
watch with greater accuracy
and dependability thanks to
Wyler's 40 years of technical
leadership in quality watches
Wylie Mullin balance
wheel Cl-YE-S with
shock guaranteed for
W, against damage.
Andrews Jewelry
OMMERCIAL AVE. FULTO
Fulton, Ky. Thursday, December 21, 1967 Page 2
NEWS OF SELECTIVE SERVICE
Q. -After reading the SSS Form
104 I refuse to sign it. If I sub-
mit a letter requesting a student
deferment, will 1 be granted a
II-S (student) classification?
A. -The law requires an under-
graduate student to make a writ-
ten request to his local board be-
fore he can be considered for a
student deferment. SSS Form 104
has been prepared for the conven-
ience of the registrant for making
the request. In lieu of the SSS
Form 104, the registrant may
make a written request over his
signature to meet the minimum
requirements of the law.
Q. -Is it true that it would be to my
advantage, time wise, if I am ap-
pealing my classification, to sub-
mit my written notice of appeal at
the latest time before the appeal
period expires - this procedure
giving me the benefit of a few ex-
tra days or weeks?
A . -The law permits the registrant
to submitan appeal within 30 days
after he is mailed a Notice of Clas
5.
HAWS MEMORIAL NURSING HOME, INC.
313 Main Street
Fulton, Kentucky 42041
Medicare Approved Veteran's Approved
LICENSED NURSES ON DUTY
24 HOURS A DAY
WE TAKE PRIDE IN THE CARE AND
COMFORT OF OUR PATIENTS
CHECK OUR RATES
FOR INFORMATION CALL 472-1971
Mrs. Rodney A. Miller, Administrator
es,
'
•
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When it comes to homemade candy-creamy-smooth chocolatey
fudge is the all-time favorite! Perfect creamy-smoothness is as-
sured in all candies when evaporated milk, the double-rich whole
milk concentrate is used in the making. This streamlined recipe
requires no thermometer and the basic syrup cooks in minutes.
It's best to make a hatch at a time, which poses no problem since
it is speedily prepared. So for family feasting throughout the
holidays-and as a special remembrance for friends and neigh-
bors-make batches and batches of this real chocolatey, creamy
fudge.
Quick and Easy Fudge
2 cups sugar
3 tablespoons butter
teaspoon salt
1 cup evaporated milk
Vs cup miniature
marshmallows
1/2 cups 19 oz.) semi-sweet
chocolate pieces
1 teaspoon vanilla
2'3 cup chopped pecans
In a 2 or 3-quart saucepan combine sugar, butter, salt and
evaporated milk. Stirring constantly, bring mixture to a full roll-
ing boil over medium heat. Continue boiling and stirring for a full
5 minutes. Remove from heat. Add marshmallows, chocolate,
vanilla and pecans. Stir vigorously or beat with spoon until
marshmallows and chocolate are melted and smoothly blended.
Turn into buttered 8-inch square pan. When candy is cold, cut
into squares Makes about 2 pounds.
Do Your Christmas
Shopping In The
Shopper Pages!
••••••••36..._
•
•q;;;4-
'?.11A
- -3 tor
G. E Stereo
AM - FM Radio
Console
From - $179.95
2 End Tables
1 Coffee Table
11r1StMaSi / N k' - 
Prints and Solids
Pretty 
4
8
4
it
8
DUSTERS $4. and $6. 1
v 40.- 8a
."./ GOWNS AND Prs _ _ _ $2. to $4. 1
4
. . 
. 
A lovely gift It
_ a  8
• ._ sri Full or Half 4
/ SLIPS  i$2. and $3. 48
Fancy or Tailored
Ii
documentary evidence to the ap-
propriate branch of service es-
tablishing the basis for recsketd.
eration, such as educatioSmem-
ployrnent record, character:ref-
erences, etc.
RIB
•
-
I.
of us to all of you!
p.
;
.411•• .
G AND H DISCOUNT FURNITURE
AUBREY
BOBBY
4th and Kentucky Ave; Fulton
GLASCO CATHRYN HOPPER
RUDDLE
••
9x12 100%
Nylon Rugs
No Pad Needed
$38.88
AM - FM Radios
Wood Cabinets $32.50
0•Pellr--.~ir•- •C•It...-!' =sonar
e . ‘41( ... Large Naugahyde (
'4,,,,woiL.,.., Recliners
tLady Sunbeam 1ft? $52.50
Shavers 
-- - :. Swivel Rockers
$52.50
WADE/
tuikie ca
214 Lake St.
Phone
472-1581
" =ADZ Willf WIWI AM Aar
Fulton, ICv.
- lnie Entire Staff•
At Wade Furniture Co. Wishes For Every One a
MERRY CHRISTMAS
and a HAPPY NEW YEAR!'
A
4
igy";AW.Allp.'s
• • %
• . • . • • s • - • """.4"
NATHAN WADE-HENRY BETHEL
TREMAN RICKMAN - MARTHA OLIVER ••• A
- IRBY HOLDER - MALCOLM HOPKINS f- BILL
•
•
•
Pretty
HOLIDAY DRESSES $6. and up
One or two piece
FOR DAUGHTER
Asst. Style
DRESSES  $4. to $6
111 Size7 to 14
Solid and Print
BLOUSES
Sizes 7 to 14
  $1. and $2.
Slipover or Cardigan
SWEATERS
pg A perfect gift
  $3. to $6.
511-if.1-f1C -
Q. -I am classified IV-F because
of a bad discharge from service.
How can Iget my discharge
changed and get reclassified?
A, -It will be necessary to submit
1 Dennis Townsendlallialilsaftunal101110•111101111111•101101 311111111.11111.111RITARCII II
A."
from all
DENNIS TOWNSEND
Suggested Christmas Gifts 11
ammommommtummmu.mmu.u.mumwmammow.m.....,
Quilted 
FOR MOM 4 FOR DAD 
Dress
SHIRTS $2. and $3.
Permanent Press
Big Selection
TIES $1. and $2.
You will like these
1 st, Quality
SPORT SHIRTS $3. and $4.
Ass!. Styles.: -
-a
Flannel or Broadcloth
PAJAMAS $2. and $3.=
Sizes a, b, c, d.
FOR SON
Good Looking
SPORT SHIRTS  $2.
Never need ironing
Hop Sack
JEANS  $3.49
Sizes 8 to 18
Boy's
PAJAMAS $2. to 2.50
Knit, flannel & broadcloth
ACUMACWWWWWWWWWWAMMUMMSWWWWMAMMaMWMACMMUSZMACU
FOR THE HOME
Boxed
TOWEL SETS _ _ _ _ $2. and $3.
Big Selection
Picture
CLOCK $15.00
Battery operated
V
4
Huge Selection
TOWELS $1.00
Solids and Fancies
Electric
CAN OPENER $7.44
by "Rival"
USUWWWWWWWWWWWIrdialtUWW=MUWWWWWWWWWWWWUMMOMMei
ALL DOLLS and STUFFED
TOYS Reduced IA OFF
7 Broadway, South 
Fulton
P. N. HIRSCH a CO.
•••
••••
1
Glazed C
laiaze a vege
appeal and an
IV glaze cool
did oven pour
rium
ence to the ap-
of service es.
is for reolettd-
eduLattorftstm.
characte=ref-
_
Sliaze a vegetable to give it eye
appeal and an appetizing flavor.
glaze cooked vegetables in
um - oven pour dark corn syrup
over the vegetable, dot with
margarine and bake at 400 de-
grees 15 minutes. Ti) cook and
glaze fresh carrots top stove dis-
solve a chicken bouillon cube in
I cup of boiling water. Pour in
about 1/, cup light corn syrup;
add a pat of margarine with 1
pound fresh carrots, cut into
small sticks. Cover and cook over
medium heat 10 minutes. Un-
cover and cook about 10 min,
utea longer or until carrots are
tender and glazed and liquidis reduced. Makes 3 to 4 servings.
The Derby will be
Utosect Christmas Day (Monday)
to give employees the opportun-
ity to be with their families.
Christmas
REETINGS
to Each of our Friends *-
And, moy we odd, our sincere thanks for the k
splendid patronage which you hove given us k
Cecil's Car &e
TWO MINUTE-5'1iwan /NE BIBLE
IT CORNELIUS I. STAN 11115.
BERIAN Still SOCI1TY
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60635
When Chits' was !win t,t
the angels praised (,•sl and sang
"(dors to God in the highest, and
ill faith peace, g  i I A1'111(1
Mr II" (Luke 2:14).
This glad carol of the angels
seems farther from the truth todas
ihan it met was. and as a result
rititi” lime becortle (.1ticitil and base
lonsluded that the Bible is not true;
that the angel's song was but a
pleasant. hopeful thoughti -Those
who feel this was don't know their
Bibles 5er% Sc ell. tl gli, or they
would knot% ohs lune such un-
lest torla%. IIISILCAII Of I/CACC.
Our Lord was indeed the long-
iiromirks1 King, through whom His
people and the whole world were
to enjo, peace and trite prosperits.
John the Baptist appeared AS the
King's herald. The twehe apostles
went forth "peeiching the gospel of
the kingdom" (Matt. 1:23). The
foot Cospel records are filled with
proofs and demonstrations of Christ's
rmal rights. But the King was lr-
le( fed, as God has prophesied He
would be at His first adsent (I Pet.
. Over His cross Pilate placed
a sign, laying: "This is Jesus, the
King of the Jews." Toda5, them the.
King is a small Exile from the world
oser which He should- be reigning.
Is it strange. then. that we do not
%et enjo5 peace on earth? The a'
11111 Psalm describes the folly of the
nations' and their rulers in igt g
this basic tact and predicts that God
will laugh. as it were, at their de-
ision as they seek to run the world!
wtthout His Son.
Thank God, this period of Christ's
iejection is also a wonderful period
4)1 grace. When sin had risen to its
allnliaminserwouramosamsew iumamsaionsismakoassumuliom
Iii gut (.cal 'mu! if I 3,11.,
the leader of the would'sccitt II
against Chtist. and viii him foith
to proclaim "the guq,,I of the gtote
of God" (Acts 211:24t the good news
that 'Christ died Inc out AIM." ;111(1
that tout st lllllll lilac
10 (Plat In faith in ( lois' This is
whs the Bible calls tla dna', ,id
ministration under whith we alt.
lit ing "the dopenstmott cif lice
of God" tf:ph. 3.21 so. whili•
'peace on earth- awaits a foune.
da5. ter may now bait: -peace wifh
God, through ma bod le icc, (:lita5P•
fRotn. 5:1).
SANTA
MIME TO VIMIIIE
It' • Christtnas all year 'round
in the 'tiny village of Santa
Claus, nestled in the Southern
Indiana hills on highways 102
and 245.
Proud picture-taking par-
ents snap real treasures as
their youngsters chat with
Santa, who listens to every
"wish" and "want."
The old Santa Claus Post
Office was established in 1856,
and still stands as "The House
of Dolls." Here you will find a
collection of more than 2,000
dolls ranging from life-size tic
sonic so small you must use a
RICES GOOD NOW UNTIL AFTER CHRISTMAS!!
USE Pampers
DIAPER & PANTS IN ONE
extra abserbeet for evernitht use
end they re flushable, too,
Two wild
new
Fragrances
fmm
MENNEN
r51
NB
WILD MOSS DRY LIME
CREO MU LSION
COUGH SYRUPS FOR ADULTS
AND CHILDREN
COLGATE GIFT SET
FOR HER
COLOGNE, BUBBLE BATH
OIL & DUSTING POWDER
From BILL at - - •
KEN - TENN
AUTO SALES
EASY OFF SPRAY
OVEN CLEANER
SCOPE
Fulton, Ky. Thursday, December 21, 1967 Page 3
magnifying glass to detect
their exquisite features.
A new, modern Post Office
now handles the tons of mail
postmarked "Santa Claus" that
goes out every holiday season
to delight children all over the
world.
a Merry Christmas and to express our
thanks for your patronage throughout the year.
Bill Sprabery — Mignon Draughn — Arie Olds — helm. Guthri•
201 WEST STATE LINE, FULTON
isaisaiximaimmaiimaxismisimmousiississionsimanammumouraim
ALL SIZES AT
DISCOUNT PRICES!
the best possible deodroff
shampoo you can buy
L_FAMILY SIZE
REG, 95
EX-LARGE
SIZE REG, 7949C
594 /
Admegewsessevonr.2; —wamiairimmitallo
Gifts For Ladies
COLOGNE
SPRAY MIST
DUSTING POWDER
BUBBLE BATH
SPRAY POWDER
EASY OFF SPRAY ATGRIFFINS
WINDOW CLEANER SHOE POLISHESDISCOUNT
Gifts For Men
SOAP ON A ROPE
COLOGNE
SHAVE LOTIONS
RAZORS
PARKER PENS
•rt.
Fulton, Ky. Thursday, December 21, 1967 Pao l'rcei; I i‘e al
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has a legend rela
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MAGNAVOX SOLID-STATE
PORTABLE STEREO PHONOGRAPH
$699°ONLY
Thrilling depth, dimension and resonant bass never
before possible from a portable. Model 1-P233
with powerful and highly reliable solid-state stereo
amplifier, two Magnavox extended-range speakers -
second stereo channel in easily removable lid. New
Automatic 400 Player banishes discernible record and
stylus wear your records can last a lifetime! In several
colors; looks like fine luggage when closed.
MAGNAVOX SOLID-STATE
PORTABLE STEREO PHONOGRAPH
ONLY $799°
Enjoy th illing depth, dimension, and resonant
bass neve before possible from a portable! Model
10P207„ wi two 6" oval speakers: powerful and highly
reliable solid state stereo amplifier. New "Swing-Down-
Automatic 4i0 Player banishes discernible record and
stylus wear-- our records can last a lifetime! Easy-to.
carry fine-lug ge case in several beautiful colors.
saulranaysana micas maxaineamar
ASTRO-SONIC STEREO
...the most magnificent way to enjoy
beautiful music in your home!
NO TUBES—Advanced, highly efficient Magnavox solid-state circuitry replaces tubes
and component-damaging heat—sets an entirely new, never-before-possible standard of
breath-taking performance and lasting reliability!
Alga iff
Old-World Mediterranean—model 3605 with all features below, has storage for $34950
over 60 records. It is one of over thirty Magnavox styles in authentic fine furniture
MilallalallailtalUaltailaaliEWIIIMORICIMUNIUMIWICIMINAMINDWInalaWnian1WIIMIllianiamisal IMAM
MAGNAVOX SOLID-STATE
PHONOGRAPH PLAYS ANYWHERE!
ONLY
$1990
Ideal for your favorite teen-
ager ! Plays 33 and 45 RPM
records, Tone and Volume Controls.
Solid -State Components assure
highest reliability by eliminating
tubes and damaging heat—brings
you instant sound, too. Long-life
batteries included. Mpdel 1-P210
in several beautiful colors.
Also available with optional AM Radio, only $29.90
MAGNAVOX SOLID-STATE
PORTABLE TAPE RECORDER
ONLY
$4990
This fine Monaural two-track,
battery-powered portable model
1 -TR106M - is wonderfully practi-
cal for use at home, in school or
office. Includes many outstanding
features usually found only in
higher-priced models. In elegant
Black, with accessory case. See our
many other Magnavox Monaural-
Stereo Tape Recorder values.
Chairside STEREO!
5-Speaker
STEREO
FM/AM Radio-
Phonograph
... projects thrilling sound
from all four sides of the
cabinet. Beautifully fin-
ished on all sides, it can be
placed separately as a lamp
table, etc.; also ideal along-
side of chairs or sofas. Model
3401 in beautiful Colonial
fine furniture.
2595°
11111111111181.11‘arawasaUlMillillUM
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MAGNAVOX SOLID-STATE
PORTABLE STEREO PHONOGRAPH
ONLY
$9990
Take this magnificent Magnavox anywhere! Easy-
to-carry Model 244 will bring you thrilling depth.
dimension, and resonant bass tones never before pos-
sible from a portable It has "'Swing-Down- Automatic
400 Player, powerful solid-state stereo amplifier, and
two extended-range speakers for thrilling space separa-
tion in larger rooms Choose from several colors
la awl ma laiallailalawIlMal WI aanaiout
MAGNAVOX SOLID-STATE
CARTRIDGE TAPE RECORDER
Ideal for work or play—includes AC power provisions
plus 5 long-life batteries when AC power is not available.
This compact two-track easy-to-carry portable has all
push-button operation; highly reliable solid-state ampli-
fier. Model 1 -TC108 in beautiful Ivory, complete with
1 cartridge, dynamic type microphone, and private listening
earphone. Additional tape cartridges, and AC Power
111 Supply Adapter are optionally available.
mil]asii "ma via .0.1171111111$11/111111WWISIIIDONWIWKWISOMISWIMISWI 
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MAGNAVOX SOLID-STATE
PORTABLE STEREO PHONOGRAPH
ONLY 115
Enjoy thrilling depth. dimension, and resonant
bass never before possible from a portable! Moiii
246 with 10 Watts undistorted MUSIC power, to.i,
extensible speakers for thrilling space separation', ph
Swing Down Automatic 400 Record Player
banishes discernible record and stylus wear lets (), •
records last a lifetime In several beautiful colors
WWI XX wawalasamaiwailallwaWIAMata mama falUlinara aka IMO
MAGNAVOX SOLID-STATE
PORTABLE STEREO PHONOGRAPH
ONLY $1299°
-. ,&4.mE,mk-, :iovw§avuo ,004.44011111111111111MMIIMtiMM
Four high-fidelity speakers either swing-out or lift-
off their hinges for thrilling space
-separation in larger
rooms. This new Magnavox, with 10
-Watts undistorted
music power, will bring you the full beauty of music
anywhere you take it. And, the Automatic 400 Record
Player lets your records last a lifetime! Model 255a in
fine
-luggage case; several colors.
Magnavox Astro-Sonic Stereo surpasses all other
achievements in the re-creation of sound!
'34950
Early American—model 633 or concealed
swivel casters. Storage for over 80 records.
• Re-creates music flawlessly • with mag-
nificent tonal dimension and fidelity from
records or Stereo FM/AM radio • 30
-Watts
undistorted music power output • two high-
efficiency 12" Bass Woofers • two 1,000 cycle
Exponential Treble Horns have the equivalent
acoustical efficiency of 20 cone speakers •
exclusive Micromatic Record Player eliminates
pitch distortions—banishes discernible record
and Diamond Stylus wear • Now—your
cherished records can last a lifetime!
7aalua ma MIMI Yea Wailatival
OPEN UNTIL 8:00 P.
Each night thru Saturday
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1111-tegeods of )olelide
Almost every kind of tree
has a legend relating it to the
Nativity or the life of Christ.
The cherry tree, says "The
Cherry Tree Carol," bent down
its boughs for Mary to pluck
the fruit.
The 0 last011bury Thorn
blooms at Christmas twin use,
legend says, St. Joseph of
Arimathea, on his arrival in
England, drove his stall into
the ground, while he was car-
tying the Holy Grail, the chal-
ice used at the last supper.
The stet took root and grew
into a thorn tree.
CH RISTMAS
REET1N1qS
As the Three Wise Men brought gifts
to the Manger, so may this holiday
season bring to you peace and joy
FULTON DISCOUNT STORE
West State Line
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Honoring Christmas,
In Poetry and Prose
"I will honor Christmas
in my heart, and try to keep
it all year
So wrote Charles Dickens,
for whom Christmas was a
favorite topic — so much so
that most people, asked to
name someone who wrote
about Christmas, would im-
mediately answer, "Dick-
ens."
Not only Dickens but al-
most every writer, from the
little-known to the famous,
has been inspired at some
time in his career to "honor
Christmas" in prose or po-
etry. For instance --
At Christmas I no more de-
sire a rose
Than wish a snow in May's
new-Jangled mirth.
But like of each thing that
in season grows.
William Shakespeare
• • •
At Christmas plby and make
good cheer,
For Christmas comes but
mice a year.
Thomas Tus.ser
For somehow, not only at
Christmas, but all the
long year through.
The joy that you glue to
others is the joy that
comes back to you.
John Greenleaf Whittier
• • •
England was merry Eng-
land. when
Old Christmas brought his
sports again.
Sir Walter Scott
• • •
I heard the bells on Christ-
mas Day
Their old familiar carols
play,
And soft and sweet the
words repeat,
"God is not dead, nor doth
he sleep."
Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow
• • •
So shut/ we /earn to under-
stand
The simple faith of shep-
herds then,
And clasping kindly hand
in hand,
Sing, "Peace on earth, good
will to men!"
James Russell Lowell
• • •
"Happy Christmas to all,
, and to all a good-night."
Clement Clarke Moore
Santa
His White Beard,
Red Suit Are
Recent Garb
Genial, jovial, red-cheeked
and white-bearded. As any
child can tell you, that's how
Santa Claus looks.
But the benevolent giver of
presents has not always been
pictured like this, nor has he
always traveled by sleigh or
brought his gifts on Christmas
Eve. In fact, he has not always
been named Santa Claus!
"Santa Claus" is in truth a
child's euphonic way of ex-
pressing the Dutch "Saint
Nikolaas," or St. Nicholas, says
The Encyclopedia Americana.
St. Nicholas, a fourth-cen-
tury bishop, was later honored,
in Europe, as a friend to chil-
dren. Legend finds him mak-
ing his rounds on December
5th, the eve of St. Nicholas
Day, with gifts to reward chit-
, drool for good behavior. '
Instead of a jolly red suit, St.
Nicholas wore a robe, or tab-
ard, and for that reason he
really didn't need a sleigh, or
even a horse. His robe enabled
him to travel from place to
place, instantly,
In Holland, however, he was
said to use e horse for his
Journey at night over the roofs.
Dutch settlers brought St.
Nicholas to the New World,
where he gradually changed
his name to Santa Claus and
traded his horse and robe for
reindeer and a red suit.
It was Clement C. Moore, in
his poem "A Visit from St.
Nicholas," who made Santa
into a jolly elf "Saint Nick,"
who rides "in a miniature
sleigh drawn by eight tiny
reindeer."
In more recent years, St.
Nicholas in his new guise as
Santa Claus has journeyed
to many parts of the world,
becoming the most widely
known of gift givers.
In Iceland
Since trees are scarce in Ice-
land, families must use their
ingenuity in creating a Christ-
mas tree. A pole with branches
of greenery tied to it is the
solution in many Icelandic
homes. And the valuable real
trees are saved for industrial
use.
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SEE HAPPY FOR
Gift Liquors In Beautiful Decanter Bottles
I Give Something To Share - - Visit Happy's
GIFT SIZES CHRISTMAS WRAPPED
Special Invitation To Ladies
HAPPY'S LIQUOR STORE
COMMERCIAL AVENUE (Formerly known as Church St.)
— 
Fulton, Ky. —
'041/411111111UNINCIUSANIIIIION
In Turkey
A unique holiday tradition
in Turkey requires the head of
the church to throw a wooden
cross into the flospOrus. On
Christmas Day, three boys dive
after it.
The finder takes the cross
from house to house and re-
ceives in return food and gifts
from those who are allowed to
see the cross.
In Norway
The Norwegian Christmas
traditionally starts six months
before December 24th. The
celebration itself lasts three
weeks. The period is known as
the Julafred, or the Peace of
Christmas.
DRIWE-IN
THEATRE
UNION CIII ithION HI.Vern,
4 - BIG NIGHTS
FRIDAY - SATURDAY •
SUNDAY • MONDAY
EVEN THE FUN IS
FRIGHTENING!!!
"GHOST AND MR.
CHICKEN"
— Starring —
DON KNOTT'S
-
P-L-U-S
The Most Wanted Picture
of The Year ...
"I ON THE LAMB"
— starring —
BOB HOPE
PHYLLIS DILLER
XVIX-VMV:MV:WAVI:LV=
from Our Home to Yours ...
Sincere wishes for a Happy and
Most Meaningful Holiday Season.
Joe Kaye Mark At Michelle
Farmers
Enter Southern States
"Plan
& Win"
Spring Seed Contest
Valuable Prizes Given Away!
Uruco 7-HP 4-Cycle
32"-Cut Lawn Tractor
Value, $637
Unico 18 Cubic Foot
Upright Food Freezer
Value, $279
3 Bushels Hybrid
Seed Corn (double-cross)
Value, $38.25
It's easy. Just fill out and bring in to us the contest
entry blank which is part of your Southern States
Spring Seed Planting Guide. You probably re-
ceived one in the mail. If not, we'll furnish you
with one. No purchase is necessary to be a winner
in the impartial drawing. Don't delay. Contest is
for limited time only.
e SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE, Inc.
201 CENTRAL AVENUE — PHONE 479-2352
Your Southern States Cooperative Agency
P. N. HIRSCH & CO.
Broadway Street, South Fulton, Tennessee
The Management And All The Employees
Bill Bradley, Mgr.
Alice (Mrs. W. M.) Taylor
Nell (Mrs. Newton) Ruddle
Mai (Mrs. Hubert) Corum
Virginia (Mrs. Rayford) Duke
Darlene (Mrs. Gary) Roach
4 Sktrry (Mrs. Johnny) Sams
Would Like To Warmly And Sincerely
Extend To Each Of You
1 ......1/4-UX-VM-Via 'NV AV AV:Acrr/-
Clois4tal
Wisk
Our sincerest thanks to all our customers for
friendly and loyal patronage. May you and
yours enjoy the fun -filled and truly happy holi-
day. Merry Christmas, one and alll
soi
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The most fitting gifts for
Thristmg
JAR MAN
HOUSE SLIPPERS
i
1
1
DEERSLAYERS
a
JAR MAN
For his lounging hours, we suggest: A pair of foot-
coddling Jarman house slippers (ribbed corduroy style
with terrycloth lining and cushion sole is a current
favorite). For his leisure wear, we luggest: A pair of
famous glove-leather "Deerslayers," right on target
for comfort and smart styling. Yes, larmans make a
fitting gift for any man on your list.
sNIDNURSIMISADaimERRURIUMLIMISRIDINSIMMIUMMIDRICRISaNt
BAY FAMILY 
SHOE
STORE
immemiumm.s.simm.iimmimmiximamiximmiummg
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FROZEN OLD SOUTH
PIE SHELLS
PURE c4Ns
64839Limir ,
PLEASE 
Le. BAG
F°R
STOKL EY S BIG 46 OZ. CAN
GRAPE
DRINK
STOKLEY S 20 OZ.
3 FOR 89c 
TOMATO
CATSUP
( GPAR PAA 
WP2E4 OZ.J BuO TCL EVAN CAMP 24 OZ. CAN
BEEF STEW 59 
STOKLEY'S CRUSHED
PINEAPPLE 3
20 OZ. STOKLEY'S TOMATO
FOR nut BIG 46 OZ. CAN
og
o
• KREY 15 OZ. CAN
15%
VAN CAMP 300 SIZE
l 
' 
TAMALES OZ. 3 FoR8
OSTCkALENVSGBIEG 4D6 OZ. CA N
0
3
9,if TEA. E.W.J.'S
CHILI
_
LE. CC
FOR $1
39(
3FoR S1
49(
FoR89( *
PILGRIM FARM
SWEET RELISH at 59c COTTPARGEICHEESE2 LB. 59(co.
KERNELKY 
 
  It°ZBolIED CUSTARD OT. 6 9( 1Eo  PECANS89r
AIR FRESHER CAN 49( 118:Z BEANS CAN 10(
BREATH OF SPRINGSHOWBOAT 
0 
PHIL. CREAM CHEESE 8 OZ. REG.
SWIFT'S ROYAL ROCK HEN
U.S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED 0
12 to 14 LE. 35c
.41111111111••
11 1
TURKEYS
SWIFT'S EUTTERBALL
12 to 14 LB.
TURKEYS
SWIFT'S BUTTEREALL
BELTSVILLE
TURKEYS
29t
LE.
LE.
LE.
5 to 7 LB.
GRADE A
490
53o
FRESH HENS
N•111 101iNvieetiviN
U.S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED
0
FANCY FLORIDA
POLE
BEANS
LARGE JUMBO
2 DOZ. SIZE
CELERY
U.S. NO. I SWEET
Florida
Oranges
CELLO
RADISHES
U.S. NO. I FLORIDA
SWEET YELLCW
CORN
REELFOOT SMOKED
TURKEYS
SWIFT'S EMPIRE TOM
BALLARD OR PILLSBURY CAN
LB.
STALK
5
LB.
BAG
BAG
230
50
BEARS 391
111135
L.
6 to 7 LB.
STANDARD 12 OZ. CAN
OYSTERS
20 to 22 LB.
AVERAGE
REEL FOOT CELLO PKG.
..+_FRANKs
-t
d
L4RGE
CUCUI
ciLL° BAC
I CARR]
SWEET 210
1Flor
Tani
H ME GERE01
PO TAOERIRDI AP E p
TOMA
SWIFT PREMIUM
SLAB SLICED
911 11111
SLICED
591 uI
BLADE CUT CHUCK L. .t U.S. CHOICE R
ROASIL411
OUR OWN 
$10 EfifiRIA4ITIIKIPORK LB.
KREY
KREY
TURKEYSCA
BREAST 'to 10 LB
hilifFRESH
GEESE
LIMIT 1 PLEASE ¶ SWIFT'S GOLD CREAST
LE.
BISCUITS GCANS49C
We Will Be Closed All Day
Christmas, December 25th
TOM (4,s.pGEOcV ERDNMENT
TURKEY
Le.
GRADE A HAMBIRIER
We Will Be Closed_ All Day
SOUTH FULTW: TEN N
E Wi A M S
SUPEIFAIVA
TH FULTONMCNNESSEE
PRINT al,a71)1ED
...—
c*LLO BAG
CARROTS 2 BLABG.s
SWEET 210 SIZE 
'Florida 
3
Tangerines
HyME GROWN
SW EET 2POTATOES
Fil.14;3E RIPENEDR'DA 
TOMATOES 
SWIFT PREMIUM SLICED
351 IIIM
SLAB SLICED
991 BACON
SLICED
91 KAM
U.S. CHOICE RIB
411 SIEAK
EXTRA TENDER
iIftl
STEAKS 
KREYelt
 aINED 3
Fulton, Ky. Thursday, December 21, 1967
15 oz. 9
PETER VIPER 300 SIZE CAN ( EAASIWN 19 b(Z. 1
APPLE SAUCE CANS COXES 41' 'At
iftliZ E N
ENCH FRIES5 -,E,G.69 FROZEN(m PIES EACH 29
FROSTY ACRE FROZEN
6 OZ. $1 FROZENORANGE JUICE 6BCAN BABY LIMAS LB. (,AG 39
BAG 3 FOR $1 eVaiiiin 3 PKGS.FROZEN
M IXED FI7LZINBAG el CUT GREEN FROZEN
* VEGETABLES a FOR Q II BEANS I% LB. BAG 39
•FRUIT PIES EACH 29( gag' 3 FOR 89APPLE. PEACH FROZEN
OLIVES 30Z. 2 69( Eilik Chios B. 43IDAHO (
l B i\/ INSTANT POT tE 9 ebbi6T .56
CUT CORN
REELFOOT
OR KREY
NO CENTER SLICES REMOVED
SMOKED BUTT
HAMS PORTION
KREY GOURMET COOKED
BONELESS
HAM OR
PLACE YOUR ORDERS NOW FOR
OUR OWN
990 HEALTH & BEAUTY AID DISCOUNT PRICEYSOUR CHRISTMAS CAKES & PIES
MBLIRIEILi LB. 390 Family Size Crest...95,610
CIoswJiAIIFIay Christmas Dec. 25th Al k a Seltzer 2 69 53co
listerine Oinb7T5T4LE 590
GET SET HAIR SPRAY 130z.cAN 69( BUNNY
SPRAY DEODRANT 5DAyREG.s1.49 89( PRE-COOKED ROLLS
T'was The Night Before
'Twas the night before Christmas and all through the
Not a creature was stirring--not even the guard.
My socks were stuffed in my shoes to save space,
And alas--in my tent there was no fireplace.
My friends in their shorts and me in my shoes,
Had just settled down for a tropical snooze.
When out in the area there arose such a clatter.
That I sprang from my cot to see what was the matter.
I became so entangled in my mosquito net,
That if no one had helped me, I would be there yet.
And then very cautiously I pulled back the flaps,
Expecting to see a battalion of Japs.
yard
But to my amazement I saw there instead,
The famous St. Nicholas in his suit of brieht red.
He sat in his sled, which was pulled by six jeeps,
As they bounced along gaily in short bounds and leaps.
Then they came to a halt and away Santa went,
And very suddenly there he was in my tent.
He was chuckling se merrily, that his fat little belly,
Just like the poem was shaking like jelly.
And then as I wondered, I was sure t'was a eae,
When I noticed his pack was an old barracks bag.
Then he reached in his bag and without hesitation,
Turned to my tentmate with a pack of "K" rations
r
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With pride
we've served you
With pride
we wish you
A very
Merry
Christmas!
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He dug in again and came up with some span,
"C" rations aplenty and bully beef ham.
He followed them quicVly with dehydrated potatoes,
And then he reached in for a can of tomatoes.
And then he remarked there was work he must do,
So he raised a plump fineer and away he flew.
I dashed to the tent flap and was able to see,
Him in his sled as he waved back at me.
"Away W.Llijo--on Ford" was his cry in the nirht,
And in no time at all he was clear out of nieht.
I'll still have to laeeh when I'm ancient and old,
At the thoueht of :A. Hick °Udine down tho tent pole.
That's all there is to it--the story is throueh,
But before I sign off, here in my uish to you--
"May your Christmas be happy and filled with good cheer!
"May you be well and merry throuehout the New Year!"
1 ,/
UP PONNeRI UP YLIfZEN! UP PRANCER/
Area Will
Feel Job
Impact
Construction of the giant Ten-
nessee Valley Authority steam
plant at Cumberland City,
Tenn., which is about 45 miles
southeast of Murray, will have
a major employment impact on
this area, according to organ-
ized labor union leaders.
Howard Williams, secretary
and business agent of the West
Kentucky Building and Construc-
tion Trades Council, AFL-C10,
said "several hundred" men
from the Purchase counties
probably would be on the $325
million job at the 2,000-man
peak of employment.
Williams said he expected the
number of job opportunities
Happy Holidays to all
the friends we've had
the pleasure of
serving this past year.
GRAHAM and EXCHANGE
FURNITURE COMPANIES
available to West Kentuckians
at the plant to exceed the num-
ber of men seeking work there.
Area Picture Bright
He said "our people naturally
prefer jobs closer to home" and
that with the $80 million project
of West Virginia Pulp and Paper
Co. at Wickliffe, continued ex-
pansion at Calvert City, ad-
vanced work on the Purchase
Parkway and other area jobs
not too many Purchase residents
will want Cumberland City jobs.
Bill Sanders, business agent
of the carpenters local here,
said, also, that the TVA job
will "offer employment to a lot
of West Kentuckians" but point-
ed out, as did Williams, that
West Kentucky faces one of the
biggest construction years in his-
tory.
Harold Kindred, business agent
of the plumbers and steamfit-
ters, said his union probably
would have as many as 100
workmen on the Tennessee job
at its peak.
Organized labor had hopes that
the plant would be built on
Barkley Lake in Kentucky
One deplored what he called
"favoritism of the TVA towards
Tennessee."
fie pointed out that TVA op-
erates as if all of the valley
was in the state of Tennessee.
He said Paradise Steam Plant
in Muhlenberg County was built
there because of the coal de-
posits in the immediate area
and that Shawnee Steam Plant
was located in McCracken Coun-
ty because of the nearby atomic
plant.
Cumberland City — designat-
ed only as Cumberland on high-
way maps of Tennessee is in
the southwest section of Stewart
County which borders Kentucky
along the Christian County line.
Barkley Lake at that point is
confined almost to the channel
of the Cumberland.
• • •
In France
Traditionally, adults in
France do not exchange gifts
until New Year's Day,
In some French villages,
shepherds bring their lambs to
church on Christmas
• • •
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In Finland In Liberia _ _ -
Just. before Christmas Day. Liberians use an oil 
palm
families in Finland take a in place of the traditional
sauna bath. This is the tradi- as a Christmas tree. 
The pan
Donal steam bath taken in a is decorated with red 
balpl,
hut with a stone oven, other palm leaves and 
ferns.
r
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...and ',tatty thanks to all you wonderful people whose
friendship has been so heartwarming during the year.
H. R. Goulder Implement Co.
Mayfield Highway — Fulton
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Gar Witas
Merriest wishes and happiest
thoughts, for all our friends
at this holiday season. And bountiful
thanks, to you, and you, and you.
Of;
fr-' 44k,
• •
: V 4
KING MOTOR COMPANY, INC.
CHARLES — HAROLD — "TILL" — LYDIA — CHESTER — F A. — CHARLES —
CHUCK — TILLmAN — BILLY - JIMMY — RICHARD
iiimaniummansymunanimayassawmatimaisameasas
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A Christmas Prayer
May the spirit of Christmas remain in all men's
hearts so that hope and peace and love shall prevail
over our land and all other lands on earth.
A Very Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year
from the DARI-CREME Sandwich Shop
Billy and Barbara Gilbert and staff — Mrs. Gertie Matthews, Mrs.
Brenda Draughn, Mrs. Mary Edgin, Mrs, Shirley Collier, Mrs. Nettie
Roberts, Mrs. Carolyn Matthews, Linda Reed, Sue Roberson, Sheryl
Reed, Terry Reed, Bobby Farmer, Victor Damons, Eddie Owens,
Mike Gilbert, Mrs. Grace Walker, William Jackson and Tommy
Taylor.
t'VX-VXVAUMVXEVMVAV:MVMVMVMAMVXVAV=XNMV
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Cards Have Clue
To History Of
• Gift Giver
;Greeting card history offers
&clue to Santa evolution as a
liOliday symbol.
The theme of Santa Claus
vitts conspicuously absent from
dlost nineteenth century
Christmas cards, points out
?Liss Esther Mooney, curator
of the Norcross Historical Col-
*Lion. Early cards frequently
favored children and flowers
When Santa did appear oc-
casionally on a greeting card,
was generally in the form
at a dour, rather sad-faced
Ascher Christmas, robed in a
monk's blue garb and long
gray beard, or as "Saint San-
ta,' a semi-religious figure de-
veloped from St. Nicholas.
These were a far cry from
the rotund red-cheeked San-
ta depicted on Christmas
greeting cards of today.
The modern Santa, fat and
friendly, began to emerge at
the turn of the century, and
about 1909 he appears on a
Christmas card. Here he is
shown mounted on a hobby
horse, rather than a reindeer-
drawn sleigh.
The card shows him wearing
the now
-familiar red jacket,
but his trousers still were blue.
His stern expression, however,
has given way to a slight
whimsical smile, brightening
his white
-bearded, cherub-
like face.
The concept of the reindeer
sleigh was a still later addition
in greeting card history. The
early Santa walked with a
wheelbarrow or carried his
toys in a straw basket attach-
ed to his back, or rode a horse.
Today, a jolly Santa Claus,
his originally blue robe chang-
ed to red, and riding his now
traditional reindeer sleigh, is
a dominating Christmas card
theme
Wiltaillrataillawansallyanki
FULTON
TEXACO
SERVICE STATION
1
Trust Your Car to the Man who wears the Star!
r
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For Feasting
Good food is traditional
at Christmas, and the spe-
cial treats provided for the
season include almost ev-
erything, ranging from
baked carp in Austria to
roast pig in Hawaii.
In France, it's traditional
to serve a Christmas supper
after midnight mass, but
the main dish varies ac-
cording to the section of the
country — roast goose in
Alsace, turkey In Burgundy,
oysters and sausages in
Paris.
England has a mouth-
watering array of tradition-
al dishes for Christmas
feasting, among them plum
pudding. As the pudding is
being prepared, it's cus-
tomary for each member of
the family to stir it, making
a wish for the New Year.
In Germany, the people
bake long cakes for Christ-
mas. The cakes are meant
to symbolize the Christ
Child wrapped in swaddling
clothes.
STATE LINE
472-3961
LARRIS BIRMINGHAM AND GEORGE FISHER. Managers
LIQUOR WINE
BEER Drive-In Window
Smokehouse 14111411174414111•411114111411114a
FREE PARKING
Dwight 51-45 By-PeasFulton, Ky. Doc
M.VMVXEMMVXIVAVX-VIWX-V,XVZL-VX-VMA:
Doctor
in the Kitchen
At
this
time of
the year,
when the house
is filled with
the delightful aroma
of Christmas bakery,
when cakes, candies, nuts
and all sorts of
goodies tempt the snacker
on every hand, it is
a wise idea to stop and consider
how easy it is to put on
pounds and how hard it will be
to take them off after New Year's
Day. Nobody wants to take all
the joy out of the holiday season,
but a reasonable degree of moderation
should not be too hard to achieve.
The children will feel better and
have more fun if they do not go
overboard on the sweets, and the
older children, who call themselves
grown-ups, will do just as well to go a
bit easy on the cup that cheers as
well as on the Christmas dinner This
dinner should be a pattern for good nutrition
containing, as it does, a variety of many foods.
But, it should not become
an excuse for
eating
more
than
is wise
and sensible. A light breakfast and a good
brisk walk BEFORE dinner will also be help-
ful in maintaining a feeling of well-being
which is so essential to a MERRY CHRISTMAS
by W.W. Bauer, M.D.
Consultant, National
Dairy Council
Of St. Nicholas
Long before Santa trav-
eled by sleigh, St. Nicholas,
special guardian of chil-
dren, set forth on foot, or
rode by horse or donkey, to
bring gifts to European
homes.
The good saint's day is
December 6th, and "on the
eve of his festival day,"
writes an Encyclopedia
Americana authority, "St.
Nicholas makes his tour,
visiting palace and cottage.
'The children place re-
ceptacles for the gifts, which
St. Nicholas is expected to
let fall down the chimney.
. Sometimes shoes are
neatly polished for the pur-
pose, at other times plates,
or baskets, or stockings, or
specially made shoes of
porcelain.
"St. Nicholas' steed . is
not forgotten. For him the
children put water and hay,
or carrot or potato peeling,
or a piece of bread in the
shoe, or baSket,.or stocking.
"In the morning Xrorn the
tipped-over chairs and gen-
eral disarray in the room it
is evident that St. Nicholas
has been present.
"Replacing the oats, or
hay, or carrot are found
sweets and playthings for
children who have been
good. For bad children, rods
are left, and the fodder is
untouched."
And Other ` Santas'
Though Santa Claus is to-
day's most popular Christmas-
season gifts giver, he still has
plenty of help
In Northern Europe, many
children await the arrival of
St. Nicholas, on the Eve of De-
cember 5th. In Spain and Lat-
in America, the "Three Kings"
traditionally bring gifts on
Epiphany Eve, January 5th,
Singing Carols
"Glory to God in the high-
est, and on earth, peace, good
will toward men."
Across the years since shep-
herds first harkened to an an-
gelic chorus, Christmas rings
with the sound of voices raised
in joyful song
Carol singing at Christmas
is both a tradition and a
source of tradition. Much of
the legend and lore of the sea-
son is known today only be-
cause it has been preserved in
song — in carols passed on
from generation to generation
0
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Your friendship and patron-
age have helped make this
a truly happy time for us.
May your Christmas abound
with the spirit of great joy.
SHAINBERG'S
UNION CITY, TENNESSEE
lag MS 11141110USSIMILINCOMI ‘0143W17111412111244118111iMSIONINinalai
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May your home be filled
with boundless happiness.
SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
Olive St.
anavenvoravanavaua •Mr and Mrs. J. V. Smallman
.00"rtvgtorYkrOtkr
to-0
SONIC -CO ID WISHES
for a very, Merry Christmas Holiday!
From all your friends at •
SWIFT AND COMPANY
sisannananansounnumatirvinsaanniumar fULT°N. KENTUCKY mamaavatmaasannamanaleavamana
4CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE: 85 acre farm, seven
room brick house with bath, full
basement. Four-inch plastic well.
On blacktop road, nine miles south-
east of Fulton. Mrs. V. C. Simpson,
Fulton Route 5. Phone Latham,
Tenn., 799-4347.
FIRE WORKS: Just received
large assortment fire works. all to
be sold at discount prices. Allen's
Pottery, -Martin Highway, South
Futton.
' WE HAVE GOOD BUYEITS look-
ing for real estate in this area. If
you want to sell property, call Of
see Cannon Agency, South Fulton,
Tennessee: phone 479-2651.
PICKUP TRUCK CAMPER COV-
ERS available at Taylor Chevrolet-
Buick, Inc. Dial 472-2466, or come
see 'em on Ky 307 just north of the
bypass.
FIREWORKS! All the new space-
age fireworks: missiles, rockets,
satellites, flying jets, etc., plus all
the old favorites. Largest selection
and lowest prices. Allen Pottery,
Martin Highway, South Fultae.
•••••
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Nunn Will Be Highest Paid
Kentucky Governor In History
The former Barren County
judge can claim several minor
distinctions that most of his
predeccessors didn't have.
And he will be the highest-
paid governor in the state's 175-
year history.
The 1966 legislature raised the
governor's salary to $30,000 an-
nually compared with $18,000
yearly for Gov. Edward T.
Breathitt.
The new lieutenant governor,
Wendell Ford of Owensboro,
also will receive a salary in-
crease along with all elected
constitutional officers.N1
Ford will get $20,00 a year
compared with $12,000 for Lt.
Gov. Harry Lee Waterfieid.
Other salary increases, effec-
tive the first Monday in Jan-
uary, include:
Attorney general and superin-
tendent of public instruction,
from $12,000 to $20,000; agricul-
ture commissioner, secretary of
state, treasurer, auditor and
courts of appeals clerk, from
$12,000 to $18,000.
Nunn will be the first Republi-
can governor in 24 years and
only the seventh since the Civil
War.
Like the last GOP governor,
the late Simeon Willis, Nunn
seems to have proved the politi-
cal axiom that the highway
commissioner's post is a poor
springboard to the governor's
chair.
Willis, a former appellate
judge, eased past the favorite,
J. Lyter Donaldson of Carroll-
ton, who resigned as highway
commissioner to make the race.
Nunn defeated former High-
way Commissioner Henry Ward
last month.
And like Willis, Nunn will
face a Democratic-controlled
legislature.
But where Willis had a GOP
cabinet, Nunn will have a Dem-
ocrat as lieutenant governor
4
and at least three Democratsin
his cabinet.
The Democrats included Sopt
of Public Instruction Wendell
Butler, Treasurer T hel in a
Stovall and Atty. Gen. Jain
Breckinridge.
Like 36 former governers,
Nunn is a practicing attorney.
Only three governors since
the turn of the century have not
been lawyers—Ken John s o
Earle C. Clements and William
J. Fields.
December 24, 400 A.D.,'
In Italy, in the fifth century
AD, church bells rang ofl
Christmas Eve to call Chris-
tians to worship
This seemingly simple evesit
had great significance, for it
meant that Christians coutd
worship in freedom, instead of
in secret, as earlier suppres-
sion of Christianity had forced
them to do
MALE OR FEMALE OVER 40
We have a place for you. You will
have daily earnings plus monthly
renewal commissions and bonus.
We pay a monthly salary for 3
months to get you started. You
must be neat and have a car and
the desire for better than the aver-
age.
If you will follow instructions and
work 5 days weekly, your earnings
will exceed $8000 per year.
Fringe benefits include free in-
surance that covers all pre-existing
conditions.
Send resume to Employment
Mgr., P. O. Box 5637, Louisville,
Ky. 40205
MAGAZINES—
PAPER - BACK BOOKS—
DAILY & SUNDAY PAPERS
Open 7 Days A Week
7: am to 9: pm
PARK TERRACE
NEWS STAND
USED FURNITURE
BARGAINS
20-Foot Deepfreeze, good
shape $75.00
Round oak dining table, 6
chairs $25.00
Good Motorola TV, works
good $50.00
Old-fashioned kitchen
cabinet $10.00
Odd 2-piece living room
suites, $10 up
Refrigerators, $15 and up.
Linoleum rugs, regular, 79c
yard; vinyl, $1.10 yard, cushion
floor, $2.25 yard
Come in and browse around; ws
have lots of bargains not adver-
tised!
WADE'S USED
Furniture Store
Fulton Phone 472-3421
GOOD USED
FURNITURE
Breakfast room suites, $9.95 up
Dining tablas $12.50 up
Studio couches $21.50 up
living room
suites  $12.50 up
Chifferobes $14.50 up
Electric refrigerators $19.50 up
Rockers, occasional chairs
 
 $4.1S ard up
Unfinished now desk and
chair $21.50
EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
207 Commercial 472-1533
December 24-25. 1620
December 1620 marked the
landing of the Mayflower at
Plymouth Rock. A site for the
first home in the new settle-
ment was selected on Christ-
mas Eve, and on Christmas
Day construction began.
• • •
December 25, 1776
On December 25-26, 1776,
George Washington crossed
the Delaware. He surprised,
and put to rout, Hessian sol-
diers employed by George III.
The surprise attack was
greatly assisted by the fact
that the Hessians were sleep-
ing off the effects of their
Christmas celebrating!
• • •
December 24, 1814
On Christmas Eve in 1814,
the Treaty of Ghent was nego-
tiated between the U. S. and
Great Britain. This ended the
War of 1812.
•
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"Thou didst leave Thy throne
and Thy kingly crown
When Thou camest to earth
for me;
But in Bethlehem's home there
was found no room
11
 111111,:n11111 1:31WIll
IP • Po A. 4P
-ior he • Men.
For Thy holy Nativity.
0 come to my heart, Lord
Jesus,
There is room in my heart
for Thee."
There were ifiany places of far greater
importance than the little town of Bethle-
hem -but it was there, as the prophets had
foretold, that Jesus was born.
There were many homes which might
have received Him but His birthplace was
a stable.
There were many people who might have
visited Him on the night of His birth but
only the humble shepherds, keZping their
flocks on the Judean hills, cared enough to
go.
Today these people and these places live
in story and song to remind us of the trans-
forming power of the redeeming love of
Jesus Christ. He was God's Gift to the
world but only those who received The
Gift as their very own could know this
power.
Let us make room for Him in our hearts
and in our homes that we, too, may know
the true meaning of Christmas.
E W. JAMES & SON
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Two game but outgunned South
Fulton teams went down to de-
feat in Union City Friday night
att the Union City Golden Tor-
nadoes picked Ups 75-55 decision
sifter the Lady Tornadoes had won
040.
The Tornadoes got a 19-point
performance from Donnie Jones
ahd 10-point efforts from Terry
Speed and Kimmy Sterling while
South F'ulton's attack was paced
by Ralph Jackson, with 22, and
Alan Ingram, with 20.
In the girls game, Paula Good-
man and Karen Moss shared high-
point honors for Union City with
17 each. South Fulton was led
by Henderson and Bard, each with
IL,
Ingram, even in defeat, was a
standout in the game. He collect-
ed 18 of his 20 points in the first
half before failing out in the
second.
"We couldn't handle him,"
Coach Jerry Lacey admitted to-
day. "He's a really fine ball
player. And that Jackson is
Only a sophomore and got 22
points -- South Fulton has some-
thing to look forward to."
Union City simply outmanned
the !needing Red Devils and used
its superior height to dominate
the backboards on both ends of
the court. Coach Lacey used sub-
stitutes freely but, after the open-
ing minutes, the game was never
r
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Union City, Tenn.
close and never in doubt. Every
member of the Tornadoteam saw
action and II of them broke into
the scoring column.
The Tornadoes led 21-11 at
the end of the first period and
were comfortably in front at half-
time, 40-25. After three quarters
Union City had widened its margin
to 20 points, 59-39.
The Lady Tornadoes strug-
gled through a less-than-smooth
first half and didn't begin to open
up a good lead until the second
half. The Union City lead after
a quarter was 15-9 and the same
Six-point spread prevailed at
halftime, 24-18, After three
stanzas,Union City led 32-24.
The lineups:
Union City (43) - Goodman
17, Harris 5, Moss 17, Brinkley,
Day, Quarles, Prather, Holt 2,
Kinney, Baxter, Burnett, Walling
2, Speed,
South Fulton (30) - Hamilton
7, Henderson 11, Bard 11, powell
1, Forehand, Morris, Hardy,
Dowdy, Netherland, Coleman.
BOYS
Union City (75) - Jones 19,
T. Speed 10, Sterling 10, Cunn-
ingham 7, MC6S 6, Killion 6,
Rauchle 5, King 4, Ward 4, Roney
2, R. Speed 2, Petty.
South Fulton (55) - Ingram
20, Jackson 22, Wilson 12, Par-
rish 1, Jetton, Higgins, McGuire.
Hard, Blackwell, Burke, Phelps.
Photo Courtesy Union City
Daily Messenger
(Photos by Kenneth
Sanders for Adellej
REACHING HIGH- Lady Tor-
nado Paula Goodman goes up
high for a shot in the Union
City-South Fulton game here
Friday night. Miss Goodman
tallied 17 points in the 43-30
()Mtn City victory,
GETS IT AWAY- Despite the defensive efforts of Sciuth Fulton's
Bill Hard (15) and Wilson (13), Tornado Jack Cunningham gets his
shot away. In the background is Union City's Terry Speed (54).
To all our valued friends..,
we wish that the blessings of
Christmas will remain with
JAMES H. HICKMAN, Acting City Mgr. JOHN REEKS, Commissioner 11
and the entire Staff of Employees
Fulton, Ky. Thursday, December 21, 1967 Page 11
COME COME, LADIES- Union City's Paula session while Lady Tornado Karen Moss (11)
Goodman and Sonnie Harris mix It up with three watches for the result. Miss Moss and Miss
South Fulton defenders In this battle for pos- Goodman each got 17 for the night.
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PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THROUGH SUNDAY, DEC. 24th
i did
HAMS s""43Portion
CENTER SLICED 
BUTT C
. lb. 89c Portion 7
WHOLE HAMS 16 - 18 Lb C LA
111/101101111110111PIIIIMAIIIMENIUMMICIEN
3 HEN5 Farm Fresh Nice 'N' Fat _ _ Lb.
TURKEYSHEN YOUNG TENDERHEN 10 - 14 lbs.
DAILY 4,
BeilICKEN lb. 59c
Fat Back lb. 19c1
Neck
Bones __ lb. 19cSLICED
DNICS lb. 49c Feet ____ lb. 19c
Pig
ROAST irolhe chuck " 59c1 Pir iSA 3 lb. $1.19CHUCK U. S. Choice lst.C:: 49cJOWL BACON 3 lb. $1.00SLICED
iArmour 12-oz. ( Pork 1st Cuts Shoulder Boneless l'Cube Standard z .z. Houser Valley Hog Tails Pork
Franks _ lb. 49c $ Chops __ lb. 590 Roast ___ lb. 59c I Roast __ lb. 79c Steak 10 .A.99c Oysters ___ 99c Bacon __ lb. 5k Maws _ -__lb. 19c Liver _ _ _ lb. 391
39up
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LAST WEEK
PLAY
SUPER SANTA
BINGO i
JACKPOT $400.00
/1113111111•1•1111111111111111111111111/1111•111111111110111111)106N
FRYERS GRADE, "A"(Isn't Everybodys?) LB 25C
TURKEYS
Young TOMS
16 - 201bs. 31c
REELFOOT
PICNIC
36
Fryer Fryer Fryer
LEGS and THIGHS lb. 490 WINGS  lb. 194 BACKS and NECKS lb. 10c
B. B. HAM $1.19garia Cut Up _ _Lk 29c
Chicken
BEAST Delicious lb. 59cuTTERBALLsDSwifts
Breasted Turkey55e
La
P. 1 1 1 1 1 ,1 1
• . rown Del Monte Sliced Crushed -oz. can ) mandrin
SUGAR lb box 13c PINEAPPLE 3 for $1.00 3 01IMIG
SUGAR Colonial 5 LB. BAGI9C,,,,
11111111111•1111•WIMIIIMUMMIUMMISIMINX111111011111•11111
Wonder They Bake It Best- -
With $5.00
Purchase
) Fancy ann 4 FOr
emi 2k ) Blackberries $1.00
Ground Fresh Hourly
3 lbs 00
Oreida Instant 
bOX 10C 
arders Angel
CAKESPOTATOES 49c 29c
X
ORTENINGS;i7fh$at,s: or,13111 t e x 29c
MIUSUMMIIIKIMM1111110111
With $5.00
BREAD 5 20-0z. sLooLoaves 
CHASE and SANBORN INSTANT Big 10-oz. Purchase
OFFEE 5 COFFEE 69e
BISCUITS Sunset Gold 5c„,
BANANAS Golden Fingers
APPLES Red Fancily{ Delicious 59c125 Size5c Each Dozen )
Le. 9C 
$c 99
• Box
Red Delicious Fancy Bag 4 lb. Golden Delicious Bag 4 lb.
APPLE 49c APPLE 49c 
Yellow Globes Florida - Crisp - Green Indian River — 40 Size
Onions 3 lb. 25c Celery 2 for 29c Grapefruit 10c
CHASE and SANBORN
0 1 
8WESSON
89CSA IT Plym:6-11OtZli.BOX 5c
Chef Choice ALUMINUM ELGIN — Low Low Price
OIL 25c!OLEO Lb 10C
nosuppoopunwomausuusuunosmusactommamossommismooni no
SUMO frozen MORTON
CREME 
TURNERS All Flavors
ORANGE
VICE/lox-29c PIES 25c ICE MILK494 45c
FRUIT COCKTAIL"44"1.0° 
PEACHESD.immt. 3
4 Sieve $ PEAS School Day 6 CANS t 00 •
Betty Crocker (Excluding Angel Food)
AKE MIX Ail Fial oux••-:5$1 00•SMIX•11101101311MXIMMIMI11011011110110101 131110111MNIXIMINISIXXXII
TANGERINES Florida 210 Size
Zipper Skin
002. 25t
Philadelphia
CREAM 3-oz. 10
Full _ 0 _ jui For Health 
NCFS FULL
Box
100 Size
RA
$1199
•
•1911••., •••••• ••••
We wish you lnd yours A
Very Merry CHRISTMAS!
From all of us,
IMAUCCOMADMICM,
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